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INTRODUCTION

In stating the principles and objectives of a programme of action for the establishment
of a new world economic order, the United Nations General Assembly adopted several
resolutions which included resolution 3.201 (S.V.) of May 1974, requesting the setting-up
of Multinational Programming and Operational Centres, commonly known by their English
acronym, MULPOCs!, and resolution 3362 (S-VII) of 16 September 1975 on the
development of international economic cooperation.

These measures were a follow-up to resolutions adopted by African States within the
framework of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) or the
Organization of African Unity (OAU), requesting considerable increase in international
economic cooperation.

It is pursuant to these decisions that the fourth ECA Conference of Ministers held in
Kinshasa, in 1977, decided to set up, by resolution 311 (XlII), the MULPOCs which were
designed as permanent and decentralized organs among the Commission, African States and
their intergovernmental organizations (lGOs).

As operational bodies of ECA, the MULPOCs were assigned the mission to assist IGOs
in the identification and execution of projects liable to promote subregional economic
cooperation, which is one of the major challenges posed to the African continent at the down
of the third millennium.

It was thus agreed that as much as ECA resources would make it possible, the
MULPOCs will strive to conduct, on behalf of intergovernmental organizations, pre
investment or feasibility studies, and to design and execute projects which will enhance
economic integration and development in the areas of energy, agriculture and agro-food
industries, transport, trade and payments, tourism and the development of human resources.

The magnitude of this task calls for the mobilization of substantial resources for the
definition and implementation of credible sectoral programmes, in a region where the
development process is still encountering many geophysical constraints (enslavement and
mountains) or socio-economic constraints (population pressure, limited domestic markets and
heavy dependence on a few products for export earnings).

The identification and assessment of these constraints occupied a prominent place in the
activities of the Gisenyi-based MULPOC during its first decade of existence. It also played
a vital role in the designing and articulation of strategies relating to the subregion's socio
economic development as well as in the formulation of proposals designed to remove
obstacles to the regional integration process.

Within the framework of priorities defined by the States, ECA/Gisenyi-based MULPOC
continue to make efforts to identify and assess subregional projects likely to strengthen and

'1 MULPOCs: Multinational Programming and Operational Centres
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accelerate the economic integration of the Great Lakes Countries. While continuing to
proffer technical assistance to the States and their cooperation agencies, in collaboration with
other specialized agencies of the United Nations system, the MULPOC is also trying to
broaden its scope of action to regional economic operators in order to ensure the increased
involvement of the private sector in the integration process.

The presentation of a few integration projects of the Great Lakes subregion forms the
subject of this document which comprises four chapters.

The introduction deals with the mission entrusted to MULPOCs to conduct, on behalf of
the intergovernmental organizations within their respective jurisdictions, pre-investment or
feasibility studies, and to design and execute projects which enhance the integration and
economic development of the subregion.

Chapter I raises, inter alia, the unique nature of the geographical and geoclimatic
framework, the mixing of people and the similarity of development problems which have
induced and maintained for decades, active and multisectoral subregional cooperation.
Chapter II describes and presents in the form of profiles, some selected integration and
economic cooperation projects in the Great Lakes subregion. Chapter III deals with projects
to be submitted to economic operators and development NGOs within the framework of the
integration and economic cooperation of the Great Lakes Countries. Chapter IV dwells on
institutional projects and Chapter V is devoted to projects to be submitted exclusively to
NGOs, because they are in consonance with the traditional participation areas of these
agencies.

During the tripartite consultative meeting, the economic operators from member countries
of the CEPGL, KBO and TICA, will be able to present the economic integration projects
identified in the target development areas such as agriculture and food, industry, energy,
transport and communications as well as health and education. These concrete projects
requiring the participation of foreign investors and NGOs, state precisely the partnership and
interlocutors sought for. The economic operators, investors and NGOs will be able to
discuss investment projects and exchange views on their profiles in order to facilitate the
adhesion and commitment of investors to the type of partnership desired.
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CHAPTER I

SUBREGIONAL COOPERATION IN THE GREAT LAKES COUNTRIES
CEPGL - KBO - TTCA

1.1. THE GREAT LAKES SUBREGION

The Great Lakes subregion is a homogenous geographical entity, located at the cross
roads of Central, Eastern and Southern Africa, on either side of the equator, between the
mouth of River Zaire on the Atlantic Ocean and the west coast of the Indian Ocean.

It comprises Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda and Zaire. It has a total
surface area of 4,150,057 km2 with a population estimated at 131 million in 1993.

The unique nature of this geographical and geoclimatic framework, the mixing of people,
the similarity of development problems, some co-ownership of several natural spaces (river
basins, lakes) and an affirmed political will, have brought about and maintained for decades,
active and multisectoral subregional cooperation.

Common policies and strategies as well as several development projects and programmes
were thus designed, prepared and implemented by subregional bodies set up for that purpose
(CEPGL, KBO, TICA), in view of establishing an economic space and an integrated market.

The drastic changes that ,have taken place in the world economy during the last ten years,
were reflected, in the Great Lakes countries, by the increased liberalization of national
economies and the up-dating of regional development strategies designed to accelerate the
integration process and promote a dynamic and efficient private economic sector.

1.2. INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORKS OF REGIONAL COOPERATION

A. THE ECONOMIC COMMUNITY OF THE GREAT LAKES COUNTRIES

The Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL) which was set up on
20 September 1976, comprises Burundi, Rwanda and Zaire.

Historically, these three States were administered by the same colonial power. This
common heritage from the legal, economic and administrative viewpoint, and above all, the
policy of good neighbourliness adopted by the leaders of three States, played a decisive role
in the setting-up of this organization.

A.1. Fundamental objectives and sectoral strategies

The will expressed by the Community's founding fathers was and continues to be
economic integration as a means and framework for the resolution of common economic and
social development problems.
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As a matter of fact, in accordance with Article 2 of the Convention, the Community
seeks to:

(a) Ensure the security of the States and their population;

(b) Design, define and encourage the establishment and development activities of general
interest;

(c) Promote and intensify trade relations and the movement of people and goods; and

(d) Cooperate closely in the social, economic, trade, scientific, cultural, political,
financial, technical and tourist areas, and more particularly, in the legal, customs, health,
energy, transport and communications areas.

An assessment of the Community's 1985 activities led to the refocusing of efforts on a
few priority sectors in the following areas:

(a) Economic area:

(b) Legal area:

(c) Socio-cultural area:

(d) Political area:

Agriculture, food, industry, energy, transport, trade,
payments, free movement of goods, capital and services;

Free movement of people, establishment right and legal
cooperation;

Employment, health, education, scientific research and
information; and

Security

Planning was used as a method to define the general directions, adopt strategies for the
accomplishment of objectives and rationally mobilize the resources of States.

Nowadays, and within the framework of the new liberal economic space being established
in Africa, the CEPGL member States undertook in a vast programme to liberalize the
economies, restore micro-economic balances through state divestiture, increase the
involvement of the private sector in production activities, and intensify the integration
process, within the perspective of the African Economic Community (AEC) established by
the Abuja Treaty.

A.2. Main instruments and mechanisms for CEPGL mechanism

In order to achieve these objectives, the Community adopted and implemented a certain
number of legal instruments dealing with various areas of cooperation. Mention will be
made particularly of:

(a) Trade and customs cooperation agreement;
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(b) Protocol on the liberalization of primary products;

(c) Monetary arrangements;

(d) The Community's code of investment;

(e) Agreement on the operation of telecommunications;

(f) Protocol relating to the establishment of the CEPGL preferential tariffs;

(g) Postal arrangements relating to the routing of messages and postal parcels;

(h) Convention relating to the establishment of joint ventures;

(i) Convention on the free movement of people, goods and services;

(j) Arrangements relating to the free movement of civil servants and businessmen; and

(k) Legal convention on the civil and trade areas etc.

As it can easily be noted, the whole list which is moreover not exhaustive, was designed
and established in order to facilitate trade transactions, the movement of people arid goods,
the availability of economic information and the promotion and security of investments.

A.3. Acquisitions and achievements of the community

Of the 66 agreements, conventions, protocols and other Community instruments, 52 have
already been implemented or are being implemented. This above all expresses the will of
member States to promote real regional cooperation, notwithstanding all sorts of difficulties
they may encounter at one given moment or another.

Furthermore, CEPGL has set up a certain number of specialized bodies in such priority
areas as energy, scientific research, training and human resource development and
development financing: the Great Lakes Energy (EGL) responsible for ensuring cooperation
amongst the three States in the energy area, in all its various forms; the international
electricity corporation (SINELAC); the agronomic and animal research institute (IRAZ); the
regional research institute for transmittable tropical diseases (IRRMlT); and the Development
Bank (BDGEL).

The objective of the last mentioned institution i.e. BDEGL is to promote the economic
and social development of member States; intensify their cooperation by financing common,
community or national, public or private projects, incorporated in the Community's
objectives of mobilizing domestic and external financial resources, giving the States and
economic operators the necessary technical and financial assistance in their studies, preparing
and executing projects.
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B. KAGERA BASIN ORGANIZATION (KBO)

KBO which has more specific objectives, comprises Burundi, Rwanda, Tanzania and
Uganda and its essential goal is to manage and develop the resources of the kagera river
basin.

Its programmes and projects therefore focus mainly on the development of the hydric and
hydro-electric potential of this river, the promotion of agricultural, pastoral and forestry
activities, the production of manure and fertilizers, turf exploitation, transport and
communications, environmental protection and tourism. The area under KBO jurisdiction
in the river basin, does not limit the scope of its activities which are fully integrated in the
regional policies and strategies, particularly, in the areas of energy, fishery, transport and
communications.

C. NORTH CORRIDOR TRANSIT TRANSPORT COORDINATION AUTHORITY
(TTCA)

The very special importance attached to transit transport in the Great Lakes Countries
justified the setting-up of this organization which comprises Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda,
Uganda and Zaire. Its essential mission is to:

(a) Facilitate the transit of goods amongst member States;

(b) Reduce and eliminate customs fraud linked to transit operations; and

(c) Simplify and harmonize the related procedures and documents.

A certain number of instruments has been prepared and implemented to attain the above
objectives. They are, mainly, protocols 2, 3 and 4 which deal with the transit corridor in
each of the States, customs control, transit guarantee, the use of standardized declarations
(RCTD), the harmonization and simplification of administrative procedures and other
accompanying custom documents, including the waybill. In the same connection, it is
important to underscore the existence ever since of bilateral and multilateral agreements
linking Zaire, Rwanda and
Burundi to Tanzania with respect to the use of the central corridor and the facilities at the
Dar-es-Salaam port.

1.3. POTENTIAL OF SUBREGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The Great Lakes subregion has enormous development potentialities in the areas of
mining, agriculture and energy.

Identified and listed mineral resources abound. In particular, the mining basin of the
south east and east of Zaire has huge deposits of copper, zinc, cobalt, gold, diamond,
cadmium, cassiterite and wolfram.
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In the other States, the available information makes it possible to identify two
metallogenic areas in the Kagera Basin; one area for nickel, copper and cobalt which is
supposed to cover Burundi, Tanzania and Uganda, and another area for cassiterite and
wolfram which essentially concerns Rwanda and Uganda.

In the area of agriculture, the humid equatorial climate and the huge hydric potential
(Zaire basin, Lakes Kivu, Tanganyika and Victoria), make it possible to grow a wide range
of food, industrial and export crops: maize, beans, rice, tubers, palm trees, timber, tobacco,
sugar cane, bananas, soya beans, coffee, tea, cotton and quinquina. There are quite high
possibilities to develop all these crops so as to ensure food sufficiency and promote agro
based industry.

Within the KBO space, for instance, (Burundi, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda) which
covers a total surface area of 1,178,921 km'. 660,671 krrr' i.e, 56 per cent are agricultural
land while the forest and savanna occupy 469,820 krn".

In the area of energy, and for Zaire alone, the hydro-electric potential is estimated at
100,000 MW (Economic Intelligence Unit, country profile 1993/94). The Inga plant, with
a potential capacity of 40,000 to 45,OOOMW can export power to neighbouring countries
(Angola, the Congo, Zambia and Zimbabwe). Similarly, a high tension Inga-Egypt project
has been under study by Zaire and Egypt since July 1992. Furthermore, a huge programme
for the interconnection of the electricity networks of CEPGL and KBO member States is
currently being studied. On completion, the project should enable the States of the
subregion to have not only cheap energy for domestic needs, but also a certain comparative
advantage in the integration spaces of Central, Eastern and Southern Africa.

1.4. ECONOMIC AND LEGAL INVESTMENT ENVIRONMENT IN THE GREAT
LAKES SUBREGION

Like other States of the continent, the Great Lakes countries have suffered seriously from
the effects of a particularly adverse economic environment during the last 10 years:
persistent recession in the developed countries, overproduction and low prices for raw
materials and commodities, suspension of certain international agreements on price
stabilization, the debt- servicing burden, the decline in and conditionality of official
development assistance (aDA), two-digit inflation, population pressure and lower economic
growth.

These mostly exogenous depression factors are further compounded by quite long
political transitions and ethnic problems which considerably slowed down economic activity
between 1993 and 1994.

Within this context, Zaire and Rwanda recorded a negative growth rate in their GDP
from 1991 to 1994 and other macroeconomic aggregates, experienced significant slippage
notably in Zaire: wage bill, prices and public finances. Despite this difficult economic
situation, long-term forecasts have been considered good by the World Bank as a result of
the substantial natural resources and other potentials of the country. In Burundi, it is worth
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noting the positive growth recorded throughout the period, the one-digit inflation, the re
establishment of budget balance, double increase in net foreign assets and even a negative
balance of State debts in the distribution of compensations from the wage bill.

The other States i.e. Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, recorded a positive growth rate in
their GDP (to per cent for Uganda 1994) and considerable improvement in their balance-of
payments despite the very high fluctuation in commodity prices.
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1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Zaire Current GDP (in million US$) 734,8 8533,3 7793,5 6854 0.8.

Exchange rate (in 1993 NZ) for 1 US$ 718,6 15587,0 645549,0 2,51 1194,1

% of real growth rate ·2,4 -7,2 -10,7 12,6 -7,4

Main products

Copper (in tonnes) 338690 276000 147300 48300 33600

Cobalt (in tonnes) 10.000 8600 6400 2200 3600

Diamond (in million carats) 19,4 18,3 13,3 15,2 15,6

Exports, FOB (in million U5$) 2360,4 1829,9 1219,0 1147,0 1028
Imports, FOB (in million USS) 1764,1 1244,0 914,0 616,0 581

% of inflation fate +264,9 +4228,5 +2989,6 +4651,2 +23770

Rwanda Current GOP (in million US$) 2402,4 1691,5 1629,5 1493,4 n.a
RWF exchange rate (1US$) 82,6 125,1 133,4 144.3 ..
% of real growth rate -1,7 -5,9 -1,3 ·10,0 ..
Main products

Coffee (in tonnes) 34700 34200 38800 29200 ..
Tea (in tonnes) 12900 13350 13402 n.a "
Pyrethrum (in tonnes) 1047 915 n.a n.a

Exports, FOB (in million U5$) 102,6 95,6 68,5 67,5
Imports, FOB (in million US$) 227,7 228,1 240,4 294,5
%of inflation rate +4,2 +19,6 +9,5 +12,3

Burundi Current GDP (in million US$) 1148,2 1170,0 1086,8 923,3 1066,8
Exchange rate (l USS = BrF) 171,3 181,5 208,3 242,8 252,7
% of real growth rate 3,5 5,0 2,3 -5,5 -18,0
Main products

Coffee (in toones) 34900 34200 37100 22500 40900
Exports, FOB (in million US$) 72,9 90,7 79,3 75,0 n.a
Imports, FOB (in million USS) 189,0 195,9 181,7 172,8 n.a
% of inflation rate +7,0 +9,0 4,5 +9,7 +14,9

Uganda Current GDP (in million U5$) 3970,6 3510,9 3187,5 3395,8 4956,0
Exchange rate (I US$ ~ NU,h) 428,9 734,0 1133,8 1195,0 979,4
% of real growth rate 5,1 3,1 8,4 5,5 10,0
Main products

Coffee (in tonnes) 141000 125000 119000 114000 194.000
Exports (in million US$) 175,4 172,1 169,3 253.9 539,8
Imports (in million US$) CAP 545,0 450,6 530,5 717.7 981,0
% of inflation rate :33,3 27,7 54,5 5,1 10,0

Kenya Current GDP (in million US$) 7310,6 6935,6 6819,3 4658,2 5749,1
Exchange rate (IUS$ = Ksh) 22,92 27,51 32,22 58,0 56,05
% of real growth rate 4,2 2,1 0,5 0.2 3,0
Main products

Coffee (tonnes) 86400 85300 75100 79900 90.000
Tea (tonnes) 197000 203600 188100 211.100 209500
Tourism (visitors) 598000 560000 515000 549000 676000

Exports, FOB (in million US$) 1086 1128 1081 1268 1528
Imports, CAP (in million US$) 2221 1924 1834 1744 2053
% of inflation rate +15,8 +19,6 +27,3 +46,0 28,8
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" 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Tanzania Current GDP (in million ~ ~) 2858.4 2570,4 2375,3 2449,0
Exchange rate (1USS = T ) 219 298 405 510
% of real growth rate 0,7 2.6 4,4 3,5
Main products

Coffee (in tonnes) , 44100 48000 59200 36600
Cotton (in tonnes) J 49200 90700 105300 50700

Exports. FOB (in million $) 335 401 439 519
Imports, CAF (in million USS) 1477 1510 1465 1505
% of inflation rate +22,2 +23,1 +25,3 +34,1

Source:

N,A.:

Economic Intelligence Unit, Central Banks of member States.

Not available

Moreover, most of the States of the subregion have been engaged for a few years now,
with the assistance of international institutions, in ambitious structural adjustment
programmes (SAPs) whose main objectives are to restore macroeconomic balances (budget,
balance of payment, wage bill and prices) and sustainable growth. These reform
programmes have been reflected, among other things, by the gradual State divestiture from
the productive sectors, the opening up of the private capital of several public enterprises, low
taxation, liberalization of external trade and prices, and the easing of foreign exchange
regulations.

A. SAPs AND THE NEW ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

Notwithstanding the fact that these structural adjustment programmes were designed,
negotiated and concluded within a bilateral framework i.e. between each of the States and
the Breton Woods institutions, the similarity in their objectives makes it possible to carry out,
at the subregional level, a synthesis of the major economic reforms initiated in the various
States.

A.I. Public f"mances

The main objectives of the reforms initiated in the area of public finances are to reduce,
at the short-term, budget deficits, and restore sustainable equilibrium between revenue and
expenditure.

The tax systems therefore underwent profound changes in order to:

(a) Increase revenue through better returns from tax administrations;

(b) Transform most of the specific taxes into ad valorem duty;

•
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(c) Reduce the predominance of import and related duties in favour of an internal
revenue and consumption taxation system;

(d) Correct the competition-induced distortions through several exemptions; and

(e) Reduce the rate of import duties and abolish most of the export duties.

Within the objective to control public spending, and rationally distribute resources
between the recurrent and investment budgets, the States have introduced the use of new
instruments, notably, three-year sectoral programmes which define, at the short-term, the set
objectives and the financial resources to be allocated. Public enterprises have also undergone
reforms in order to concurrently revitalize the production plants and increase efficiency in
their management. A new categorization of these enterprises has made it possible to
substantially reduce the number of public establishments operating a general interest service
in a non-competitive environment as well as the "umber of State industrial and commercial
corporations, functioning exclusively according to private management rules, and in which
the States have wanted to exceptionally hold major shares in the capital.

Most enterprises whose public interest was not imperative were either restructured,
privatized or liquidated.

In order to increase recurrent revenue and thus reduce direct or indirect State subsidies,
the tariffs of public commercial services were periodically adjusted so as to bring out
reasonable margins of benefits. With regard to non-commercial services provided by the
States, the rates of fees paid by the users were further brought nearer to the levels necessary
for covering the costs.

A.2. External trade

Activities undertaken in this area essentially sought to promote exports and liberalize
imports. With regard to exports, the objective of national programmes is to diversify in
order to improve the balance of payments and reduce State dependency on a few
commodities, namely, coffee, tea, hides and skins. Thus, export formalities were slackened
in all the States, promotion funds were established all over and several export duties were
abolished. Concerning imports, the arsenal of administrative procedures such as prior
authorizations, pre- allocation of foreign exchange and licensing commissions, was gradually
slackened so as to eliminate monopolies, encourage competition and the optimal use of
allocated foreign exchange. Similarly, quantity protection (quotas, import allocations), has
been replaced by the establishment of a taxation system in the customs cordon in accordance
with the new rules defined within the framework of the Uruguay Round.

A.3. Pricing policies

The pricing aspect of national structural adjustment programmes was reflected by an
extensive liberalization which led to the abolition of:
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(a) Floor prices paid to producers (farmers and stock-farmers);

(b) Control of the profit margin; and

(c) The price-fixing system for staple consumer products.

In certain countries, the scarce goods and services which continue to be regulated cover
the operation of public utilities (water, electricity, telecommunications), petroleum and
pharmaceutical products and medical consultations.

A.4. Currency policies and exchange rates

The currencies of most of the States in the subregion were devaluated by 30 to 40 per
cent during the past five years in a drive to restore the sustainable competitiveness of the
economy and give a fresh thrust to exports.

The States undertook in their programmes, to replenish foreign exchange reserves,
increase and sometimes double foreign assets (Burundi and Uganda), reduce State debts
drastically and maintain debts on the economy at a level compatible with the real needs of
enterprises and the objective of a single-digit inflation.

The restructured financial sector sought to control inflation, increase currency savings,
selectively direct credits to profitable investments, increase the volume of credits allocated
to the private sector and promote greater competition among the banks. The reforms
initiated in this respect include the modification of the taxation system applicable to
allocations for bad or litigious debts and the increase in the capital of financial institutions
in order to adhere to the advisable ratios; the increase in the rates of compulsory reserves;
the modification of the structure of interest rates in view of their liberalization; and the
establishment of flexible refinancing mechanisms.

Similarly, the laws were amended so as to consolidate the autonomy of central banks and
establish a more frequent auditing of commercial banks and financial institutions.

A.5. Sectoral policies and structural adjustment

In addition to macroeconomic measures, national structural adjustment programmes
comprise many sectoral components which define the structural reforms envisaged to ensure
the sustainable growth of the key economic sectors, notably, in the areas of agriculture,
industry, energy and transport.

A.5.l. Agriculture

Since the Great Lakes subregion comprises essentially agricultural countries, many
sectoral adjustment programmes were adopted in the area of agriculture. These programmes
mainly seek to ensure food security given the population growth rate, increase the income
of peasantfarmers and diversifyexport crops as well as commercial speculations inthe subregion.
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Measures adopted or envisaged in this regard concern several aspects of the agricultural
policy.

A.S.l.a. Revision of State participation methods

The action of public authorities in the rural areas is gradually moving from authoritative
guidance to persuasion through examples and incentives. The pillars of this new approach
are, essentially, the localized experimentation of research-development findings, availability
of agricultural inputs and demonstrations in the farms of peasant farmers.

A.5.l.b. Promotion of suhsectors and regional specialization

Since for most countries of the subregion (Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi and Tanzania),
agricultural productions provide the bases for the manufacturing industry and external trade,
the States are increasingly developing the notion of project subsector in order to maximize
the cultivation of export crops.

The development of these subsectors is accompanied, at the same time, by their
privatization, particularly, the cultivation of such cash crops as coffee and tea and import
substitution crops like rice, sugar cane, wheat, ... etc

With respect to food speculations, the policy to make the various agro-climatic areas
practice specialized agriculture, is encouraged in a bid to open dynamic foreign exchange
markets, supported by a more efficient transport network and ample information on domestic
demands, and prices.

A.S.l.c. Distribution of inputs

The main agricultural inputs (fertilizers, pesticides, improved seeds), continue to be
distributed freely within the framework of demonstrations or subsidies which are modulated
according to the types ofcrops and their earning power.

At the medium term, the marketing of these products should be given over to the.private
sector while the role of the States should gradually be limited to the identification of needs
and the establishment of the monitoring mechanisms.

A.S.l.d. Land reforms

New land laws are under preparation in the States of the Subregion. The laws seek
mainly to group property, conduct rural surveys, facilitate tax and land transactions.
Concurrently, physical development plans are under study in order to determine better the
nature and the various types of soils suitable for agricultural, pastoral, forestry, natural
reserves or other purposes.
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A.S.2. Industrial sector

Various measures have been taken to rehabilitate the rrunmg sector, rationalize the
exploitation of natural resources and promote small- and medium-size enterprises. This sector
is also subjected to the above-mentioned reforms on currency policies, exchange rates,
subsectors dealing with the exportation of crops and trade liberalization.

As a result of these measures, the manufacturing sector experienced a recession, owing
to tariff deprotection, low purchasing power of households resulting from the devaluation of
currencies and political upheavals in certain States of the subregion. Since 1995, some
recovery has, however, been observed following the changes that have taken place - the
restructuring of industrial plants.

A.5.3. Energy

The subregion's energy policy is geared, as a matter of priority, to the development and
joint operation of the hydro-electric potential which is, here more than elsewhere on the
continent, a great asset.

Other national electrification master plans have been prepared in the member States in
order to increase production, the appreciation criterium of which is the profitability of
projects (about 10 per cent according to World Bank suggested standards), and to
interconnection of national networks.

Thus, most of the projects (Ruzizi, Inga I & II, Rusumo Falls), which were designed
with a regional dimension in mind, should induce a synergy effect on production activities
and the integration process on the whole.

Concurrently with this important hydro-electric component, a certain number of
programmes was initiated in the various States for the development and utilization of other
energy sources such as methane gas from Lake Kivu, turf, biomass and solar energy. Current
prospecting aims, firstly, at making information available on the existing potential, the
required technologies and market prospects. Secondly, the private sector will be expected
to undertake the optimum exploitation of these alternative sources wherever the studies
indicate good financial returns. Environmental issues were also integrated in this general
policy. Hence, the production and use of improved fireplaces were widely promoted in the
rural areas in order to reduce the consumption of firewood and ensure a balanced eco-system.

A.5.4. Transport

Special attention was paid to this sector since most States of the subregion are either
totally or partially landlocked. All current programmes are directed towards the
rehabilitation, development and maintenance of infrastructures, the merging of rail, lake and
river modes of transport, the interconnection of existing networks and the development of
the transit corridors.
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Subregional cooperation agencies have consequently initiated surveys on several
development projects some of which include: dredging and/or beckoning of Lakes Kivu and
Tanganyika; navigability of river Kagera on the Lake Victoria-Rusumo section; improved
serving of the Kisangani port; the joint CEPGL airline; and joint ventures in lake transport.

At the institutional level, other reforms have been carried out to liberalize international
transport and prices, deregulate subcontracting, ease the procedures for setting up transport
companies, harmonize vehicle technical standards and facilitate inter-State transit.

B. LEGAL AND FISCAL FRAMEWORK OF INVESTMENTS

At the legal level, subregional cooperation agencies, particularly, the CEPGL, have put
in place a certain number of instruments destined to promote investments, guarantee foreign
capital and simulate trade. These instruments include the community investment code, model
statutes for CEPGL joint and community ventures, and preferential systems for regional
markets.

B.l. Community investment code of the CEPGL

This code was adopted within the framework of the agreement signed, on 31 January
1982, by the Conference of Heads of State. Pursuant to its Article 1, the code seeks to
define the rights, guarantees, obligations and benefits of joint and community enterprises as
well as the obligations of member States.

B.l.l. General provisions

Scope of application and defimtions

Joint enterprise is defined as an economic entity owned collectively by all member States
or in which the capital held by them represents at least 51 per cent of the shares, with joint
management, funding and decision-making organs. On the other hand, concerning the
definition of the community enterprise, the code made no reference to capital distribution,
but rather referred under its Article 2, to five cumulative criteria summarized as follows:

(a) The development of the national resources of at least two member States or those
whose exploitation is of interest to a third member State;

(b) A market potential exceeding that of the State hosting the enterprise;

(c) A minimum exposure;

(d) Matching of the project with the development priorities defined at the subregional
level; and

(e) The financial earning power.
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This dual configuration summarily corresponds to semi-pub!ic companies and to private
enterprises. Besides, Article 4.of the code specifies that the joint or community enterprise
can have:

(a) National capital, i.e., capital to be mobilized in any member States, be it national or
foreign capital;

(b) Intra-community capital, comprising member States with majority shares or inflows
by the physical or corporate bodies of at least two member States;

(c) Foreign capital, if mobilized outside the community and belonged to foreign physical
or corporate bodies; and

(d) Joint capital when national, intra-community and foreign capital is pooled.

The reader will note that all these partnership formulas are possible and can be
envisaged, since the status of the community enterprise can even be granted to companies
whose capital is held totally by foreigners.

General guarantees

Article 10 provides that community enterprises with foreign or joint capital have the same
rights and enjoy the same protection as enterprises with intra-community capital.. These
enterprises may not be discriminated against in law, and particularly have the option to
acquire landed property and industrial rights, leasings, administrative authorization and
permission under the same conditions as enterprises belonging to the host country or its
nationals.

Special guarantees for foreign capital

.Article 13 of the code stipulates, inter alia" that within the limits and conditions
regulating foreign exchange ...any enterprise with foreign or joint capital, licensed as a
community or joint enterprise, shall have:

(a) The guarantee to transfer:

(i) The remuneration of foreign capital invested either III cash or In kind
(profits, dividends);

(ii) The refund of the principal and interests of loans contracted abroad and
invested in the enterprise;

(iii) The cost of foreign technical assistance indispensable for activities of the
enterprise; and
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(iv) The professional income of the expatriate staff, the emoluments of external
auditors and the fees of board members; and

(b) The guarantee to obtain foreign currency needed for the importation of raw materials,
consumables and spare parts.

B.L2. Framework schemes I and IT

B.L2.a. Conditions and procedure for approving preferential schemes

The joint or community enterprises, in relation to the criteria defined above (B.1.1),
which can show proof of investments totalling one million US dollars or the equivalent, may
be licensed under one of the schemes provided for in the code. The license shall be granted
by the Community's parent body, upon the request of promoters addressed to the CEPGL
Executive Secretariat. Enclosed with the request shall be the complete file bearing
information on production planning, specifications of product(s) to be manufactured, the
technology and raw materials used, the investment time-table, funding sources, market
survey, the stipulated number of jobs and the date for the take-off of activities.

The act granting the license shall specify the approved scheme, its duration, activities for
which the license was granted, the specific benefits and obligations of the enterprise and. if
need be, the legal remedy, notably, the arbitration modalities.

B.L2.b. Incentives and benefits of special schemes

Framework scheme I

Enterprises licensed under this scheme may enjoy many advantages, particularly,
financial assistance from official credit organizations or preferential accessibility to public
tenders for the supply of goods and services.

In the areas of taxes and tariffs, the code provides for profits over a maximum period of
five years of the:

(a) Application of import duties and fees at a single global rate ranging from zero to five,
on the imports of production equipment, materials, machines and tools;

(b) Total or partial exemption from import duties and fees and indirect domestic taxes
on raw materials, consumables and disposable packagings;

(c) Exemption from or application of reduced export duty rates;

(d) Exemption for the first five years of operation from:

(i) The tax on agricultural, industrial and trade profits;
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(ii) Land, mining or forest royalties;

(iii) Land tax on built-up property; and

(iv) Business license.

Framework scheme II

This scheme is granted to community or joint enterprises that are eligible for scheme I
and which, in addition to conditions defined in paragraph 1.2.a., meet one of the following
criteria: top priority to the Community's economic and social development; landed property
with along redemption period; mining activity or a location outside the boundaries of urban
agglomerationsin view of the development of rural areas.

Besides tht;.jncentives and benefits included under scheme l, the code grants to
enterpniseseligiblefor scheme II, a maximum periodof 15 years to even out their taxes
(Articles 31 to 36) .and, under certain conditions, theirimportduties and taxes. Obligations
and benefits provided for under this scheme form the subject of an establishment convention
concluded between the investor and the host country. Litigations likely to crop up between
the investor and member States with regard to the implementation of the convention, are
submitted for arbitration whose procedure had previously been agreed upon by the parties.
However, regarding enterprises in which foreigners hold majority shares, appeals for
international arbitration are possible at any moment.

B.Z. Model statutes for joint and community enterprises

To implement the community code of investment, model statutes were formulated to
serve as a legal framework of reference to enterprises being established in the subregion
aspiring to the exceptional tax schemes presented above.

It will thus be noted that the status of joint enterprise was designed for public or semi
public enterprises in whose capital the member States and/or semi-public institutions
collectively hold majority shares. This category of enterprises has an original, totally inter
State and non-resolutory legal existence to which is added, as subsidiary and supplement, the
national legislation of the country hosting the, headquarters, in an effort to make up for
possible gaps or omissions in the international scheme. Conversely, with respect to
enterprises which are totally private, or have private majority shares, the law of the
headquarters-country is the main source of the legislation and determines the legal status.
As a waiver to this principle, the model status granted by the community's bodies in
accordance with the code, is meant to govern all exceptions to the nation's law, particularly,
as concerns trade, taxes and the customs.

These policies and instruments for economic liberalization and the promotion of
investments are strengthened by the fact that the States of the subregion belong to the
integration spaces of Central, Eastern and Southern Africa, which have promising markets
for a wide range of goods and services.
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B.3. Preferential schemes for regional communities

In addition to the subregional cooperation agencies (CEPGL. KBO, TTCA), the Great
Lakes countries are also full members of the Common Market for Eastern and Southern
Africa (COMESA), and some of them (Burundi, Rwanda and Zaire), are members of the
Economic Community for Central African States (ECCAS).

This geographical location and institutional network give the subregion's economic
operators access to larger and already structured markets, both for their supplies and the sale
of their products.

In fact, all these bodies have implemented preferential tariff schemes for original
products, and established payments facilitation mechanisms, through regional clearing-houses.

B.3.1. COMESA market

COMESA which comprises some twenty Southern and Eastern countries essentially
seeks, among other things, to set up by the year 2000, a comprehensive customs union
accompanied by the abolition of non-tariff barriers, and a customs lay-up amongst the
member States, the application of a common external tariff and a common trade policy to
third countries.

An Intra-COMESA preferential tariff has been adopted and applied. It constitutes a
gradual tariff lay-up plan for all products manufactured within the Common Market which
meet the criteria of origin. Pursuant to Articles 2, 3, 4 and S of the protocol on the rules
of origin, the following shall be declared as originating from member States and hence
eligible for the COMESA preferential tariff:

(a) Live animal. plant and mineral products, extracted on thc territory of any of the
member States;

(b) Industrial products manufactured entirely from community raw materials; and

(c) Industrial products in whose manufacture the community raw materials represent at
least 40 per cent of the total value of the materials used and which, in their manufacturing
process, contain value added equivalent to 4S per cent of their factory cost price.

For certain products considered of special importance to the economic development of
member States, this rate of the required value added was brought down to 2S per cent.
These new rules of origin no longer apply to the sharing or origin of the capital of producing
enterprises, as previously stipulated in the Preferential Trade Area (PTA) Treaty. This
situation results from the pertinent concern to liberalize investments in the regional market.

The process undertaken to set up a customs union is already in progress. As at 31
December 1995, tariff reductions on the intra-COMESA trade of products originating from
the community, had attained 70 per cent of the common duty, and the objective of attaining
a zero rate by the year 2000 is today highly probable.
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This linear lay-up is accompanied by the use of a standardized tariff nomenclature based
on the harmonized system (HS), the adoption of common standards for the definition of
customs securities and the simplification and harmonization of transit documents.

B.3.2. ECCAS market

Though not as advanced as the COMESA market, the integration process started within
the framework of ECCAS indeed constitutes a regional market perspective involving at least
three States of the Great Lakes subregion, namely, Zaire, Rwanda and Burundi. Here
likewise, the objective is to set up, at the end of a process of 12-20 years, a comprehensive
customs union with the following five stages:

(a) Stabilization of tax and customs systems;

(b) Establishment of a free trade area (FTA) accompanied by the abolition of non-tariff
barriers;

(c) Establishment of a common external tariff;

(d) Harmonization of the internal taxation system for goods and services; and

(e) Free movement of people and capital.

At the currency level, it is important to underscore that six out of ten member States are
already using a single and convertible currency, i.e., the CFA franc. This is a major asset
in trade transactions and the movement of people. The Community's institutional apparatus
also comprises a clearing-house whose role is to facilitate payments and monetary
cooperation in the whole region.

CONCLUSION

The process to liberalize and integrate national economies as described, presupposes for
the subregional cooperation agencies, the up-dating of strategies for the attainment of their
sectoral objectives, through the devolution of the primordial role to the private sector, a
greater mobility of goods and services, regionalization and better complementarity of
economic activities.

It is in this connection that the CEPGL, KBO and TICA are organizing the first ever
tripartite consultative meeting for the subregional cooperation agencies, African and
European economic operators and NGOs, on integration projects dealing, particularly, with
the opening-up of the region (air and lake transport); the optimization of the hydro-power
potential (interconnection); the development of mineral resources and agro-based industry;
and the promotion of small- and medium-size enterprises (SMEs) in the various sectors of
activities. These projects are presented in chapters II to V below, without prejudice to those
that could be formulated and submitted by regional economic operators.
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CHAPTER II: PROJECTS SUBMflTED TO ECONOMIC OPERATORS AND
INVESTORS
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2.1. PROFILE OF PROJECT I: INTERCONNECTION OF ELECTRICITY
NETWORKS OF THE MEMBER STATES OF
CEPGL AND KBO

A. CONTEXT OF THE PROJECT

1. Description of the sector

The African continent presents, among other characteristics, a very low level per capita
energy consumption. It accounts for 12 per cent of world population but its energy
consumption does not exceed 3 per cent. Several regions of the continent have enormous
energy potential which has not been sufficiently developed owing very often to the lack of
capital, the deficient regional integration agencies and the inadequate statutory framework for
investors.

This situation is well illustrated in the countries of the CEPGLlKBO space which have
the dual peculiarity of being heavily endowed with hydro-electric power and, at the same
time, having a very low interconnection rate ranging between two and four per cent.

The capacity of these countries to produce electricity from dams is not fully used, for
instance, only:

(a) 14 per cent is used in Rwanda;

(b) 10 per cent is used in Uganda;

(c) 9 per cent is used in Burundi;

(d) 9 per cent is used in Tanzania; and

(e) 4 per cent is used in Zaire.

This low use of the existing capacity is due to several factors some of which are:

(a) The very high cost of investments necessary for the construction of hydro-electric
dams, compounded by the scarcity of domestic and external resources;

(b) The poor performance of national electricity corporations and companies;

(c) The low urbanization rate in certain States; and

(d) The dispersed housing system in the rural areas, particularly, In Rwanda and
Burundi.
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2. Regional strategy

The scarcity of resources allocated for development, in general, and the energy sector,
in particular, has led the countries concerned to form subregional groupings in order to
rationally and efficiently use the few available resources. Interconnection of electricity
networks thus appears as one of the most appropriate forms of cooperation needed to
overcome the challenges in the area of energy.

With the establishment of a regional network through interconnection, the States are
gradually moving towards the stage of abandoning the extremely expensive generators and
replacing them with small hydro-electric plants in the rural areas. In areas where these two
solutions, (interconnection or small dams) can not apply, efforts will be directed towards the
promotion of renewable energy sources, notably, solar energy.

3. Previous activities

Several initiatives have already been taken in the subregion. Note will mostly be taken
of the setting up of the Great Lakes Energy (EGL) and the international Great Lakes
electricity corporation (SINELAC) by CEPGL member States. These agencies have up to
recently played their respective roles in the area of cooperation, particularly as concerns the
Ruzizi I and II plants, even though their efficiency has today been affected by the financial

difficulties besetting the operational companies electricity networks of member States (SNEL,
ELECTROGAZ, REGIDESO).

Furthermore, in the course of the last years, several studies were conducted to revitalize
and develop the energy sector of the subregion. These studies were mainly in the areas of:

(a) Survey/assessment of EGL jointly conducted in 1989 by UNDP and World Bank;

(b) Pre-feasibility study on the interconnection of electricity networks of ten countries
of zone D, May 1993 EDF International;

(c) The technical/economic feasibility study on the interconnection of electricity networks
of EGL (Rwanda - Burundi - East Zaire), and TANESCO (Tanzania) from the Rusumo Falls
projects; TRACTEBEL; 1988;

(d) The study on the interconnection of the electricity networks of CEPGL and KBO
member States; ECA/MULPOC. Gisenyi, November 1995; and

(e) Key issues facing the electricity sector in Tanzania - conducted by LUHANGA
Barunany/TANESCO.

In various reports, a detailed analyses were carried out on the development possibilities
of the energy sector in the subregion and through the existing cooperation agencies.
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B. JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT

1. Current situation

Within the CEPGLlKBO space, the electricity/energy sector has been up-graded to a
public utility, essentially operated by national corporation. The State owns the electricity
production, transport and distribution facilities. Investments have so far been carried out on
national funds, external loans and/or non-refundable public assistance. In each of the States
of the subregion, a national master electrification plan has been prepared by the Ministry of
energy and national development. Its objectives are to develop the potentialities and
production and interconnect the space with the neighbouring countries. ,But then, the
increasingly scarce financing sources and the obligation of States to choose from among
several economic and social priorities, have seriously impeded investments in this sector
which is, moreover, capitalist-oriented. It needs considerable funds for the construction of
distribution plants and networks.

Thus, several investment programmes related to production plants and energy
transportation facilities were not implemented and other projects saw their execution time
table that is, if they were not simply abandoned.

These deficiencies related to the economic recession, were compounded, in the case of
Rwanda and Burundi, by damages caused on the plants and the energy transformation stations
during the political upheavals of 1993 and 1994.

On the whole, the production resources did not match the increase in the demand.
Countries which hitherto had excess power (particularly Uganda) today barely manage to
cover their needs at the peak hours. EGL production is lower than the demand, and each
of its member States has experienced a shortage in power supply. In Rwanda, this shortage
is so serious that the capital, Kigali, is experiencing a chronic electricity shortage. This
situation does not make it possible to revamp the subregion's economy. With regard to
Zaire, even though there exists a continuous transportation line of 400 KV which goes across
a greater part of the country, infrastructures for planting rural electrification poles have not
been realized.

2. Pruiett objectives - Expected situation

(a) General objectives

The main objective is to arrive at the joint operation of the subregion's energy resources,
greater integration of electricity networks and the pooling of the expertise of national
electricity companies so as to solve the identified problems.

This bilateral and multilateral cooperation should focus on the following areas.

(a) Joint equipment and operation of production sites;
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(b) lnterconnection of transportation and distribution networks;

(c) Electrification of cross-border localities;

(d) Joint mobilization of private investment to finance projects; and

(e) Sharing of experiences amongst the national electricity companies.

Particularly, the interconnection of networks, essentially seeks to ensure a more rational
management of energy surpluses or shortages of the Great Lakes countries and a judicious
sharing of investment risks and load. It must make it possible to:

(a) Reduce the unit cost of KWH offered, through the economies of scale;

(b) Establish a much wider market for the full use of existing capacity:

(c) Ensure equality between regional demand and supply;

(d) Substitute electricity with other forms of energy:

(e) Develop the electrification of rural areas crossed by interconnection lines: and

(f) Step up the reliabil ity of the systems.

(b) Specific objectives

The projects to be executed can be distributed over the medium and long-term.

Between 1996 and 2001, the priorities will be to:

(a) Interconnect the Uganda/Rwanda networks by a 132/110 KV line of 270 km long;

(b) Install emergency gas-propelled turbines in Kigali, with a power of 10 MW using
diesel

(c) Develop the Rusumo Falls over River Kagera, with the construction of:

(i) The energy transformation plant and station;

(ii) The Rusumo/Rwanda 110 KV line;
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(iii) The Rusumo/Burundi 110 KV line;

(iv) The Rusumo/Mwanza (Tanzania) 220 KV line;

(v) Rusumo/Uganda 220 KV line; and

(d) Construct a thermal plant using methane gas from the Kivu.

The study conducted by TRACTEBEL on the Rusumo Falls plant project revealed,
among other things, an exceptional profitability rate of 94 per cent and considerable
actualized profits. With regard to the Uganda/Rwanda interconnection, it is necessary to
already note the completion of phase I with a 30 KV line connecting .Katurna (in Uganda)
to Gatuna (in Rwanda) over a distance of 28 km and with a power of 5 MW. Phase II will
therefore concern the 132)110 KV line of 270 km long, with a power of 20 MW. This is
a very viable project which should be urgently executed in order to cover part of Rwanda's
power shortage. However, its execution requires an approximate period of 26 months (mid
1998). A remedial solution could be the installation of a gas- propelled turbine (thermal
plant) of 10 MW which uses diesel and functions during moments of high demand in order
to reduce the peak period.

In the medium-term in Rwanda, it will be necessary to construct a thermal plant using
methane gas from Lake Kivu. Here, the quantity of dissolved methane has been estimated
at 60 billion Nm3

, 50 billion of which are exploitable with an annual formation of 250
million Nm3 and a constant renewal. Practically, this makes the resource undepletable.

The operation of a 75 to 100 million Nmvyear would make it possible to supply power
to the 20 MW gas-propelled turbine. The plant installed in MPEMBE (Kibuye) would be
linked to the rest of the network by a 110 KV line which goes up to the Karongi
transformation station.
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Project Power
(MW)

1. Uganda - Rwanda interconnection 132/110KV
*270 km line from Mbarara in Uganda to Girondo in 20 MW of transmitted power
Rwanda

2. Emergency gas-propelled turbine in Kigali 10 MW
(using diesel)

3. Rusumo Falls 61 MW
*Plant and substation
*Rusumo/Rwanda line
*Rusumo/Burundi line
*Rusumo/Tanzania line
*Rusumo/Uganda line
*70 MWA transformer
*PSS equipment at Ruzizi II

4. Methane gas from Lake Kivu 10 to 40 MW
*Installation of a thermal plant with gas- propelled
turbines
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In the long-term, i.e., beyond the year 2001, the objective will be to complete
development of Inga (Zaire) which has a total installed power of 42,050 MW broken down
as follows:

INGA I
INGA II
INGA III
Greater INGA

350 MW
1,400 MW
1,300 MW

39,000 MW

This plant would make it possible to envisage several interconnections notably:

(a) Zaire - Congo - Gabon;

(b) Zaire - Egypt with an extension towards the Magrheb through Libya;

(c) Zaire - South Africa through Angola and Namibia; and

(d) Strengthening of the Zaire - Zambia section.

The up-dating of studies and the search for funding should now on be undertaken.

The timely execution of all these projects should be accompanied by a certain number
of activities likely to optimize the investments. The goal would mainly be to:

(a) Streamline operating companies;

(b) Develop human resources; and

(c) Establish an information network (energy data bank);

3. Implementation strategy

As underscored above, the traditional funding sources (capital base, multilateral loans,
official development assistance) have relatively dwindled since the mid-1980s. The States
of the subregion and their development agencies, therefore intend, in addition to assistance
from bilateral and multilateral funding agencies, to' direct their efforts towards a greater
mobilization of private investors and financial markets.

The promotion of the private sector, including sectors hitherto dominated by public
enterprises, is moreover one of the hallmarks of the nee-liberal economic policies initiated
by the States of the subregion within the framework of national structural adjustment
programmes.

The participation of private investors will be organized by and with the operating
companies, according to modalities to be agreed upon, among those currently being used in
such realizations, particularly:
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the "BOO" - Build - Operate - Own;
the "BOM" - Build - Operate - Maintain; and
the "BOT" - Build -Operate - Transfer

These concepts can be translated respectively into:

Construction - Operation - Property right
Construction - Operation - Maintenance
Construction - Operation - Ownership transfer

It will be interesting to note that the last formula -BOT-has just been experimented
(1994-1995) with great success in Cote d'Ivoire by the Ivoirian Electricity Company (ClE)
and the CIPREL company, established by SAUR and EDF. This is a convention on the
construction, operation and ownership transfer (after 19 years) of a thermal plant for
electricity production from the Foxtrot gas deposits, which has an installed power of 100
MW.

This formula could be used for the execution of projects identified above
concurrently with the opening-up of the capital of national operating companies to private
investors.

C. LEGAL AND/OR INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

The managers of these various projects will be national companies which will
concurrently:

(a) Open up their capital to private partners and change them into joint ventures;

(b) Sign Build - Operate - Transfer (BOT) type conventions with private
enterprises; and

(c) Borrow from multilateral financing bodies and on financial markets.

D. FINANCIAL NEEDS - INFRASTRUCTURES

With regard to medium-term projects (1996-2001), there was need for the following
three adopted sections:

(a) Uganda/Rwanda line, 132/110 KV, 270 Km, US$ 25 million;

(b) Emergency gas-propelled turbine in Kigali, US$ 12.2 million; and

(c) Rusumo Falls plant, US$ 228.7 million.

The thermal plant project using methane gas from Lake Kivu must form the subject of
a supplementary feasibility study designed to determine its cost, and impact on the eco
system.
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Table 3: Summary table of priority projects (1995-2001)

Project Power Cost
(MW) (in million US$)

1. Uganda - Rwanda interconnection 1321110 KY
*270 km line from Mbarara in Uganda 20 MW of 25
to Girondo in Rwanda transmitted power

2. Emergency gas-propelled turbine in
Kigali lOMW 12.2

(using diesel)

3. Rusumo Falls 61MW 139.756
. *Rusumo - Rwanda line 12.055
*Rusumo -Burundi line 16.300
*Rusumo - Tanzania line 41.242
*Rusumo - Uganda line 19,000
*70 MWA transformer 0.228
*PSS equipment at Ruzuzi " 0.086

Rusumo total 228.667

4. Methane gas from Lake Kivu
*Installation of a thermal plant with gas-
propelled turbines

*A feasibility study must be conducted to 10 to 40 MW To be determined
determine the costs and ensure that the
eco- system will not be disturbed during
operation.
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Table 4: RECAP. Cost estimate for Rusumo falls project with interconnection of the
networks (in 10 $ US January 1995)

1. RUSUMO POWER PLANT AND SUBSTATIONS

1.1. Civil works 70,623
1.2. Mechanical equipment 23,040
1.3. Electrical equipment 26,793
1.4. Operations housing 2.835
1.5. Related facilities 7,325
1.6. Design and supervision 9,140

TOTAL POWER STATION 139,756

2. Interconnection lines and connection to existing substations (including design and
supervision)

2.1. to RWANDA (110 KV) 12,055
2.2. to BURUNDI (110 KV) 16,300
2.3_ to TANZANIA (220 KV) 41,242

TOTAL LINES 69,597

3_ Additional PSS equipment at RUZIZI II 86

4_ Possible additional cost for a 70 MVA 110/220 KV interconnection transformer 228

OVERALL 1+2+3+(4)
209,439

• with 48 MVA interconnection transformer 209,667

• with 70 MVA interconnection transformer

Source: TRACTEBEL

Note: The amounts wbich were calculated in ECU were converted into US dollars by our services.
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Table 5: Annual eost calculation chart 01' projects (out of these projects we have selected the 01' Nyaharong project (27 MW) in order to compare it with the 110 KV Uganda- Rwanda line)

Inset interest Net Inveslmem Invesunent Fiuo operI.liOOl1
Projects Installed Power Or055 invesuneut JIlWI imereer coefficient (Million SOS) (Including IDe) 1!p-<!ating anwily =" Tou.l &llW~I-COSI Total anwal cost per MW

(IP) ten ic) coc-e.u-cn (Millioo SUS) lII.II.tiplier (millionSVS) (MilliooSUS) (MiliiooSUSj (Million SUSlMW)
(MW) (Million SUS) (IN"'Gl+JDC=c·OI) ~) (IA = K'IN) (FOe) (TAC~LA+FOC) (TACIMW - TACilP\

10% up..d.11in& rate

Project A: 27.5 61.\60 1.100 12.232 73.391 0.102 7.505 0.917 11.421 0.306
Nyabart'Jrw,o hydroelectric
p",",

Prcjeet B: 20.0 2~.OOO 25.1:00 Q.I06 2.6.52 0.250 2.902 0.145
110 ICY electric line

12'; \Ip-Galing Tile

Project A: 27.5 61.1W 1.200 12.232 73.HZ 0.121 800' 0.917 9.820 0.357
Nyaban>n&o bydtoelectric

pw"

ProjKl B: 20.0 25.000 0.<00 25.000 0.124 3.104 0.250 3.3.54 0,"

110 ICY electric :inf:o;

14% up-dalq Tale

Project A: 27.5 6Ll60 1200 12232 73.392 0.141 10.330 U.917 11.247 0.409
Nyabaroogo hydroelectric
p,,",

Project B: 20.0 25.0Cl0 0."" 25.000 0.143 3.570 0.250 3.820 0.J91
110 KV electric line

Scarce: CAlI calculations
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For the long-term projects, Inga plant, the immediate needs concern the further up-dating
of the studies which should be ready by 1999 to facilitate the search for funding.

E. CAPITAL INFLOW AND RISKS

The economic operators will provide the capital and the appropriate technology in order to
transform national companies into joint ventures and set up companies for the BOT operations.

The States of the subregion and their electricity companies, will open up the capital of the
said companies and will provide the BOT-type transfer rights for the execution of certain
projects (notably the Rusumo plant). The traditional funding agencies - the World Bank, the
European Investment Bank, the African Development Bank, European Development Fund and
UNDP - will help member States supplementary studies (Lake Kivu thermal plant, Inga) and
restructure and streamline national companies.

The risks will be limited to those normally run by electricity production enterprises already
existing in the subregion.
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2.2 PROFILE OF PROJECT II: ESTABLISHMENT OF A JOINT AIRLINE
FOR CEPGL MEMBER STATES

A. CONTEXT OF THE PROJECT

The process to globalize and liberalize the economy which has just gone over the crucial
stage following the conclusion of the Uruguay Round negotiations, was reflected, in the area of
air transport, by increased deregulation, particularly on tariffs, traffic rights, capacity of
airplanes or flights frequency.

The ensuing stiff competition led, amongst other major effects, to the disappearance of
several small airlines and the birth through mergers, absorption or share- holding of mega
companies operating, for the most time, on the same routes.

1. Description of the subsectors

In the CEPGL countries like the whole African continent, air transport has a very small
market. Generally speaking, Africa is neither a source nor a significant destination of
international air traffic. In 1993, its shares stood at 4.1 per cent for passenger traffic and 3.7
per cent for freight.

The continent's airlines are generally small due to lack of sufficient funds to enable them
to purchase modern long haul planes. This factor excludes them from competition on
intercontinental lines even though they share the same time in their own markets with the big
European carriers (Air France, Lufthansa, SABENA, British Airways, IBERIA, Alitalia, Swiss
Air, KLM. etc.)

The second peculiarity is that, in most cases, they are owned by the public authorities
(national airlines) and have administrative autonomy, especially as concerns the appointment of
the main executive officers.

These two characteristics are found, at various degrees, within the airlines of CEPGL
member States. Created in 1975, both Air Burundi and Air Rwanda had, up to 1992, a fleet of
three and five planes respectively, which belonged exclusively to the public authorities. The
restructuring process, started in 1990 in Air Rwanda, led to its transformation into a limited
company, with a 12 per cent share of the capital held by private individuals, and also to the
disposition of two aircraft in 1992 and 1994. This reduced its fleet to three aircraft.

With respect to Zaire, the national airline was created in 1961 with Belgian technical
assistance. At its creation, it possessed several planes inherited from SABENA and experienced
a period of high growth which brought its fleet by the mid-1970s, to 33 aircraft including wide
body planes like DC8, F63 and DC 10 - 30. This fleet was reduced in April 1995, to four
planes, owing to the long recession which started during the 1980s. This decrease in fleet had
a considerably impact on the whole operational network as follows:
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(a) On the European routes, the number of services declined from nine to two - Paris
and Brussels - and the said services were jointly operated with other airlines like CAMAIR,
SHABAIR and SClBE;

(b) In Africa, the destinations dropped from 13 to five; and

(c) On the domestic network, Air Zaire serves only 12 centres against 51 during the
period of growth.

In the whole CEPGL, the air transport sector is therefore essentially marked by the small
size airlines. This further aggravates the landlocked situation of member States or some of their
areas.

2. Regional strategy

The objective of the States and the SEP/CEPGL is, above all, to reverse this trend through
an active cooperation policy which makes it possible to transcend sustainably the obstacles
caused by the limited domestic markets and the insufficient domestic fleet. Therefore, the
regional strategy seeks to promote the establishment of a joint, viable and credible airline
corresponding to the subregional market, which would contribute to opening up the member
States.

3. Previous activities

Numerous activities were initiated by member States of the subregion, firstly, within the
framework of bilateral agreements, the objective of which was to rationalize the operation of
their respective markets. The first cooperation agreement was signed, in July 1970, between
the Governments of Zaire and Burundi to operate the two daily flights between their capitals.
This agreement was completed in 1973 by the signing of a special convention on air transport.
According to this agreement, Air Zaire exclusively managed the bilateral traffic rights of
Burundi and, in compensation, Air Burundi operated the traffic between Bujumbura and the
Zairean towns of Kalemie, Bukavu, and Goma, and also enjoyed the fifth traffic freedom
between Goma and a destination in Uganda.

Similar agreements were also signed between Zaire and Rwanda, particularly the January
1991 trade agreement which provided for thejoint operation of the Kigali - Nairobi route with
an Air Zaire plane. Latter on, this agreement was extended to the long haul network - Kigali 
Frankfurt and Kigali - Brussels.

At the regional level, CEPGL member States have gradually made efforts to implement the
Yamoussoukro Declaration which recommended that African States should start a process to
merge their national airlines.

In the same connection. mention will be made of the tripartite cooperation project initiated
by Zaire the major objective of which was to jointly operate the CEPGL - Europe and CEPGL -
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Africa routes. Furthermore, several meetings of experts and ministers of transport were held,
within the CEPGL framework, on the project to set up a joint airline which received, inter alia,
UNDP support as well as the technical assistance of Lufthansa and the Russian partners,

For its part, the ECA/Gisenyi-based MULPOC, conducted several studies the most recent
(April 1995) of which dealt with fleet planning and financial analysis of the joint airline. The
data contained in this study should enable member States, national airlines, economic operators
and other private investors, to examine the bases and modalities for the execution of such a
project.

B. JUSTIFICAnON OF THE PROJECT

As underscored above, the prospect for a greater liberalization of the world trade of goods
and services (WfO and GATTS), requires the grouping of African national airlines through the
pooling of their fleet and traffic rights. Such an approach would enable African States not only
to participate in their own markets but also to be competitive on the expanding world market,
particularly, through the signing of credible partnership agreements.

In the CEPGL space, the establishment ofa common airline would further meet the dual
need to fill the vacuum left by the almost total bankruptcy of national airlines and to open up
the subregion.

1. Current situation

The available surveys have highlighted the existence of two traffic flows from and to the
CEPGL: one with 'western Europe and the other within the African continent. In 1990, the
passenger traffic with Europe recorded 232,826 people and freight stood at 16,061 tonnes. The
main centres were Kinshasa, Lumumbashi, Kigali, Bujumbura, Brussels, Paris, Frankfurt and
Geneva.

For the period 1997 - 2002; the growth rate of this traffic is estimated at 5.1 per cent for
passengers and 3.9 per cent for freight.

Towards Africa, the traffic recorded 96,432 passengers and 9,881 tonnes of freight, with
main departure and destination centres at Nairobi, Dar-es-Salaam, Luanda, Libreville, Douala,
Lagos, Abidjan and Johannesburg: For the next five years, the growth rates of this traffic are
estimated at 5.5 per cent for passengers and 3.9 for freight.

This market is mainly dominated by foreign airlines - SABENA, Air France, Lufthansa,
CAMAIR - and additionally by local private companies - SCIBE Air and SHABAIR.
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As a matter of fact, the national airlines have a fairly reduced market. In April 1995, the
situation was as follows:

Air Zaire:

Air Rwanda:

Air Burundi:

Two 737-200 Boeings
One DC-54; and
One DC 10-30

Two BN-ZA Islanders
One DHC -6 - 3000 Twin OTTER

Two DHC - 6 Twin OTTERs
One 1900 Beech Craft

The three companies therefore have a total fleet of ten aircraft most of which were
purchased between 1975 and 1980.
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Table 6: Estimates of total CEPGL - Europe passenger traffic
(1995 - 2000)

Route 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

BJM-BRU 21652 23818 25104 26459 27888 29394
BJM-CDG 5860 8731 9202 9699 10223 10775
KGL-BRU 22302 24532 25857 27253 28725 30276
KGL-CDG 5743 8556 9018 9505 10019 10560
FIH-BRU 59608 61694 63854 67046 70399 73919
FBM-BRU 7225 7478 7740 8127 8533 8960
FIH-CDG 18712 19367 20045 21047 22099 23204
FBM-CDG 574 594 615 646 678 712
FIH-FCO 3211 3323 3440 3612 3792 3982
FBM-FCO 523 541 560 588 618 649
FIH-GVA 17655 18273 18912 19858 20851 21894
FIH-FRA 16658 17241 17844 18737 19674 20657
FIH-LIS 6933 7176 7427 7798 8188 8597

TOTAL 186656 201325 209618 220376 231686 243578
Growth rate 7.9 4.1 5.1 5.1 5.1
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Table 7: Forecasts of overall CEPGL - Africa passenger traffic
(1995 - 2000)

Route 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

BJM-NBO 14983 15777 16613 17494 18421 19397
BJM-ADD 6218 6548 6895 7260 7645 8050
BJM-FIH 606 2212 2330 2453 2583 2720
BJM-DAR 2216 2333 2457 2587 2724 2868
BJM-DLA 1377 1450 1527 1608 1693 1783
BJM-EBB 3500 3686 3881 4087 4303 4531
BJM-KGL 4000 5800 6090 6395 6714 7050
BJM-GOM 2362 2487 2619 2757 2904 3058
BJM-OTH 4071 4193 4318 4448 4581 4719
KGL-NBO 15732 16566 17444 18369 19342 20367
KGL-ADD 6343 6679 7033 7406 7798 8211
KGL-FIH 636 2323 2446 2576 2712 2856
KGL-DAR
KGL-DLA 1377 1419 1461 1505 1550 1597
KGL-EBB 3535 3723 3920 4128 4346 4577
KGL-OTH 4193 4318 4448 4581 4719 4860
FIH-NBO 12445 12942 13719 14542 15415 16340
FIH-ADD 2070 2152 2282 2418 2564 2717
FIH-DAR
FIH-DLA 5146 5352 5673 6013 6374 6756
FIH-EBB
FIH-ABJ 4819 5012 5313 5632 5970 6328
FIH-LOS 12812 13324 14124 14971 15869 16822
FIH-LAD 21421 22278 23614 25031 26533 28125
FIH-JNB 10400 10816 11465 12153 12882 13655
FIH-LBV 1156 1203 1275 1351 1432 1518
FIH-LFW 836 870 922 977 1036 1098
FIH-CKY 390 406 430 456 483 512
FIH-DKR 1067 1110 1176 1247 1322 1401
FBM-JNB 10400 10816 11465 12153 12882 13655

Total 154111 165794 174939 184597 194798 205572
Growth rate 7.6 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5
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Table 8, Forecasts of CEPGL Africa - Europe freight (1995 ~ 2000 in tonnes)

Route 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

BRU-BJM 2706 2841 2983 3132 3289 3453
CDG-BJM 1775 1863 1956 2054 2157 2265
NBO-BJM 285 302 320 340 360 382
ADD-BJM 111 113 116 118 120 123
FIH-BJM 11 12 13 15 16 18
DAR-BJM 28 30 33 37 40 44
KGL-BJM 218 229 241 253 265 279
EBB-BJM 110 121 133 146 161 177
DLA-BJM 9 10 11 12 13 14
OTH-BJM 500 525 551 579 608 638
BRU-KGL 1844 1936 2033 213 5 2242 2354
CDG-KGL 1182 1241 1303 1368 1437 1508
NBO-KGL .242 256 269 283 297 312
ADD-KGL 189 193 197 200 204 209
FIH-KGL 3 3 3 4 4 4
DAR-KGL 9 10 10 11 11 12
EBB-KGL 188 206 227 250 275 302
DLA-KGL 20 21 22 23 24 25
OTH-KGL 288 303 318 334 350 368
BRU-FIH 5081 5233 5390 5552 5719 5890
CDG-FIH 418 431 444 457 471 485
BRU-FBM 1366 1407 1449 1492 1537 1583
FRA-FIH 57 58 60 62 64 66
CDG-FMB 38 39 40 42 43 44
FCO-FBM 62 64 66 68 70 72
FCO-FIH 139 143 148 152 157 161
GVA-FIH 107 110 114 117 121 124
LIS-FIH 36 37 38 39 41 42
NBO-FIH 766 789 813 837 862 888
LOS-FIH 4957 5106 5259 5417 5580 5747
LAD-FIH 337 347 357 368 379 390
ABJ-FIH 82 85 87 90 93 96

LBV-FIH 11 12 12 12 13 13
JNB-FIH 268 276 284 293 301 310
LFW-FIH 7 7 8 8 8 8
DKR-FIH 24 24 25 26 27 27
JNB-FBM 268 276 284 293 301 310
OTH-FIH 33 34 35 36 37 38

TOTAL 23744 24695 25653 26652 27695 28782

Growth rate 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9
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2. Objectives pursued - Expected situation

The first major objective is to establish a joint airline corresponding to the size of a
subregional market expected to be credible at the operational level, commercially viable.
technically reiiable and financially profitable.

In the immediate future, it should operate traffic to and from Rome, Geneva, Paris,
Frankfurt, Brussels, Nairobi, Dar-es-Salaam, Entebbe, Johannesburg, Luanda, Libreville,
Douala, Lagos and Abidjan. At the medium- and long-term, its network should extend to
Lisbon, London and Athens for Europe, and Addis Ababa and Windhoeck in Africa. Thus the
four routes would be:

CEPGL - Europe;
CEPGL - East Africa;
CEPGL - Southern Africa; and
CEPGL - West Africa.

These routes will provide maximum interconnections and have prospects of expanding to the
Gulf countries, South-East Asia and North America.

The airline should be able to capture 45 per cent of the market's share of passengers and
70 per cent share of freight on the CEPGL - Europe routes and 52 per cent on the CEPGL 
Africa routes. Particularly and for illustrative purposes, five daily scheduled flights should be
operated to Europe, including three from Kinshasa and two on the Lumumbashi - Bujumbura 
Kigali major route.

The establishment of this subregional airline would be accompanied by the adoption of a
common poJicy on air transport. Besides the joint operation of the traffic rights of member
States, the main objectives of such a policy would be to set up a subregional civil aviation
structure, expected particularly to:

(a) Encourage the signing of a multilateral air transport agreement;

(b) Renegotiate new agreements on air services with third countries and foreign
airlines; and

(c) Define common standards in the areas of certification, the issue of business
licenses. aircraft registration and security Isafety.
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3. Implementation strategy and modalities

Several options have been analyzed in view of the establishment of the airline, notably, in
the report on the last survey conducted by the ECA/Gisenyi-based MULPOC. Given the
advantages and constraints of each one of them and the objectives pursued, the most credible
option seems to be an airline which would be owned collectively by the three national carriers
(Air Zaire, Air Rwanda and Air Burundi) and private regional or foreign partners.

Such a formula would make it possible to combine the following advantages:

(a)
States;

(b)

(c)

The availability of the subregional market through the traffic rights of member

Easier access to national air transport infrastructures;

The support of public authorities in negotiations with third parties;

(d) Complete management autonomy as a result of the presence of private
shareholders; and

(e) Better opportunities to accede to financial markets through the combined support
of the public authorities and private investors.

The project should be executed by a consortium of promoters acting as a temporary organ,
whose provisional mission would be to promote the project beside the political authorities of the
member States and private economic operators.

National airlines, as future share holders, national consular chambers and regional private
individuals operating in the air transport sector, should form this organ and coordinate its
activities with the assistance of the CEPGL Executive Secretariat.

C. LEGAL AND/OR INSTITUTIONAL liRAMEWORK

The most appropriate legal form is to have a joint stock company with a Board of Director
representing the shareholders as the main management organ of the airline. It should comprise
experienced businessmen, capable of appreciating, at the dual technical and financial levels, the
complexity of multinationalenterprises, in general, and that of air transport, in particular. The
holding of almost equal shares in the capital by national carriers and the private sector, would
be a further guarantee of the project's credibility and profitability.
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D. INVESTMENTS - FINANCIAL NEEDS

Air transport is a capital intensive commercial activity. Modern aircraft are very expensive
and their maintenance requires huge investments in infrastructure, spare parts and training.
They also have a fairly high rate of obsolescence. As a matter of fact, the continuous search
for increased profitability, the concern to attract customers, international safety standards and
the objective to expand the scope of action, call for innovation and rapid progress in aeronautic
technology. Finally, the inputs required for the operation of airlines are also very expensive:
fuel, spare parts, insurance, landing rights, handling fees, etc. All these inputs demand huge
investments.

During the period 1997-2002, the investment plan of the joint airline should make it
possible to purchase, for illustrative purposes, the following:

(a) Two Boeings 767 - 200 ER for intercontinental routes (CEPGL - Europe);

(b) Two Boeings 737 - 200 ADY for inter-African routes (CEPGL - Africa); and

(c) Two Boeings 757 - 200 PF for freight services to all destinations.

Other aircraft of corresponding size and performance could also be purchased, notably,
Airbuses, Mc. Donnal or Lockheed. The reference to Boeing is solely for illustrative purposes
since the information received by the research officers concerns only this brand of aircraft.

To purchase such a fleet, investments totalling US$ 474.4 million (current rate), would be
required over the period 1997 - 2002. This amount would cover the purchasing of the actual
aircraft and spare parts, the cost of crew training and certain infrastructures. However, it is to
be understood that the new airline would use the present facilities of Air Zaire, Air Rwanda and
Air Burundi.

Table 9: Investment programme of the joint airline
(1995 - 2002 in million USD)

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 TOTAL

AIRCRAFT
B767 - 200ER A/C 87.4 106.3 193.7
Spare parts 21.9 26.6 48.4
Maintenance 1.7 2.1 3.9
Training 0.9 1.1 1.9
Sub-total 111.9 136.0 247.9
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B757 - 200PF 61.5 71.2 132.7
Spare parts 15.4 17.8 33.2
Maintenance 1.2 1.4 2.7
Training 0.6 0.7 1.3
Sub-total 78.7 91.2 169.9

B737 -.200ADV used 5.4 5.1 10.5
Spare parts 1.4 1.3 2.6
Maintenance 0.1 0.1 0.2
Training 0.1 0.1 0.1
Sub Total 7.0 6.5 13.5

TOTAL 197.6 6.5 91.2 136.0 431.3

Infrastructures 19.8 0.6 9.1 13.6 43.1

Grand total 217.4 7.1 100.3 149.6 474.4

E. CAPITAL INFLOWS AND RISKS

The capital inflows of three national airlines and private shareholders should represent at
least 20 per cent of the projected investment over five years, i.e., US$ 94.9 million. The
remaining 80 per cent, representing US$ 379.3 million, should be mobilized on the financial
market, notably, from commercial banks.

,l',

This operation presupposes the preparation of a loan document from a feasibility study that
has detailed out the technical, commercial and financial aspects. This document must be
credible in order to receive the support of aircraft manufacturers at the commercial banks. A
multi-disciplinary team of experts in the area of air transport, financial, legal and planning
matters would be charged with the preparation of such a document with the assistance of the
manufacturers.

The risks shall be limited to those usually incurred by air transport companies.
Furthermore, the projected operation, based on the medium-term traffic projection, brings out
quite appreciable results.
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Table 10: Projected operational account of the airline (1995 - 2002 in million US$)

Financial year

Revenue
Expenditure
Profit & loss
Interests on loans
Taxes on profits
Net profit

1995 1996

1477.2

-1477.2

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

192.466.1 202,857.4 210,747.0 219,896.5 229,500.2 239,581.2
128,655.5 144,168.5 149,214.3 167,588.8 188,620.8 196,463.7
63,810.7 58,688.9 61,532.7 52,307.6 40,879.4 43,117.5
9,687.5 24,203.9 34,096.3 32,829.9 21,812.9 18,387.0
27,061.6 17,242.5 13,718.2 9,738.9 9,533.3 12,365.2
27,061.6 17.242.5 13,718.2 9,738.9 9,533.3 12,365.2

i
1

J

4
I
I
I
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2.3 PROFILE OF PROJECT ill: INTEGRATED WOOD INDUSTRY

A. CONTEXT OF THE PROJECT

1. Description of the subsector

The wood industry is under developed in the CEPGL subregion. This situation can be
explained by the fact that in the case of Rwanda and Burundi where the population pressure on
the land and the ecosystem, generally, does not make it possible to maintain the forest space on
a large scale, in zaire, the resources are abundant but are poorly or not at all exploited.

The subregion therefore heavily depends on imported intermediate and finished products in
order to meet the needs of many small enterprises involved in woodwork.

2. Subregional strategy

The Community's strategy for wood industry like for other subsectors seeks, initially, to
develop the existing capacity to meet the needs of the domestic market. The production of good
quality intermediate goods and at affordable prices, as well as regularly supplying the
subregional market, would have other major induced effects, particularly, on employment in the
rural areas, the costs of housing and on the current balance of payments of the States concerned.

3. Previous activities

Several surveys and activities have already been undertaken to evaluate the existing capacity
and to identify the best operational opportunities. Thus, with FAO assistance, prospecting and
inventory missions made it possible to identify, in the Kisangani area, two forest areas whose
characteristics correspond to the set objectives. This concerns the areas of Isangi-Bengamisa and
Wannie-Rukula which total 245,000 and 384,000 hectares respectively.

The analysis of the aerial photographs and the forest map conducted with FAO assistance
gave the following facts:

(a) The important forest land from the exportation point of view covers 74.3 per cent of the
territory's surface area;

(b) The total gross volume of exploitable species is evaluated at 40,483,873m';

(c) For trunks of man-height diameter (MHD) of 17.6 cm and more, there exist a gross
volume of 32,319,742m', with species classes I and II accounting for 18,877,992m';
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(d) Total exportable volume (MHO ~ the minimum utilization diameter (MUD) of 60 to
80cm depending on the species) of 75.4m3 per hectare; and

(e) The total number of trunks is about 12,511,950 units.

B. JUSTIFICAnON OF THE PROJECT

1. Current situation

As underscored in the first paragraph, this sector is characterized by the under exploitation
of the existing capacity and the heavy dependence of the CEPGL countries on imported
intermediate products. Their needs are essentially covered by imports which have become very
expensive due to the landlocked nature of the States.

2. Objectives - Expected situation at the end of project

The immediate objectives are the exploitation of the Wannie - Rukula forest area (384,000
ha) and the establishment of an industrial plant in Kisangani.

(a) ,,'orest exploitation plant

The objective is to rationally exploit the natural forest through the selective felling of trees,
among the 32 identified species of an MUD of 60 to 80 ern of the most productive strata.

The extracted products would only be logs of selected species which can be exported
undressed or delivered to an industrial plant (sawn, peeled and sliced wood) after the elimination
of defective trunks, serious wood defects and the barks.

The volume of logs would be fixed at 30m3/ha over an annual exploitation area of 2,000 ha,
with a projected density of 12 trunks/per ha. The logs would be cut from trees of an MHO of
60 to 180 em, with a cask length (up to the first branch) that can range from 20 to 45 meters
and an average marketable volume of 3 to 15m' per trunk.

An annual production of 60,DOOm' of timber would be necessary to meet the needs of the
subregion.

(b) Industrial plant

It would receive logs from the Wannie-Rukula forest exploitation plants (385,000 ha) over
a distance of about 10 krn.
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Its annual processing capacity would be 60,000m' of timber for the following production:

(i) l5,ooom' of sawnwood: 11,000 green sawnwood and 4,000 dry sawnwood;

(ii) l5,ooom' of boards: 11,000 plywood and 4,000 laths; and

(iii) 2,000 tonnes of charcoal produced using the earth stack method.

3. Implementation strategy

The objectives pursued should be attained, at the optimum, within the framework of a private
enterprise. The professional groups of the subsector and the main wood users in the subregion
could set up a project coordinating and piloting unit, particularly, for legal formalities and the
registration of intentions to subscribe.

C. INVESTMENTS AND INFRASTRUCTURES

1. The forest exploitation plant would be integrated, grouping into one single structure all the
prospecting, programming, civil engineering, production, transport and equipment maintenance
tasks.

The work hypothesis would be the use of timber lorries with a useful load of 25 tonnes per
trip, capable of ensuring 500 rotations per year on the average, i.e., a tonnage of 12,500 m' of
transported logs per lorry and per year. To attain the set objective of 60,000 m", it would be
necessary to have a fleet of five timber lorries and two on standby, i,e., seven trucks on the
whole.

The rolling stock to be used should be of the semi-trailer model with:

(a) Seven 200 Kw road tractors, 0.3 twinned axles; and

(b) 10 semi-trailer two-axle log transporters, i.e., seven timber carts, two harrows and one
tank-carrier.

The other infrastructures should be joint or integrated with those of the industrial plant:

(a) Digging of the site and building of a fence;

(b) Internal road network;

(c) Site development ( electricity network, water, drainage system... );
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(d) Offices, furniture and office equipment; and

(e) Buildings for maintenance of rolling stock.

2. For the industrial plant, the basic studies present plans for the establishment of production
lines namely: saw mill; production line of plywood and core boards; and technical building; and
annexes necessary for the factory: power plant; transformation station; and waste burners.

The imported equipment and the investment expenditure in local currency were estimated
at about US$ 25 million in 1990.

D. LEGAL AND/OR INSTITUTIONAL FRAt\1EWORK

This integrated wood industry project should be executed within the framework of a private,
individual or corporate enterprise. The ideal would be to have a corporate enterprise which
covers, at the same time, forest exploitation and the industrial plant in order to scale down the
overhead charges of the first establishment, the cost of infrastructures and the day-to-day
management charges. The forestry area would, however, fall under a leasing system particularly
with prescriptions including obligations in the area of environmental matters.

The main subregional entrepreneurs operating in the areas of building and public works
woodwork and import-export of office furniture and equipment, could be the lead executors of
the project.

E. CAPITAL INFLOWS AND RISKS

The States, Zaire in particular, will bring in the leasing right of the Wannie-Rukula area
forest.

The regional agencies would grant the enterprise the advantages provided for by the
cooperation instruments: CEPGL - COMESA - ECCAS preferential systems, the model statutes
of community enterprises, payment facilities and other incentives.

The private investors will bring in the capital and the appropriate technology necessary for
the establishment and functioning of the company.

The risks are limited to those normally incurred by any business enterprise.
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2.4 PROFILE OF PROJECT IV: CHEMICAL INDUSTRY OF SALT AND ITS
DERIVATIVES

A. CONTEXT OF THE PROJECT

1. Description of the subsector

The CEPGL States have no industry for salt and its derivatives, hence their total dependence
011 .the outside world for both food and industrial needs: table salt, caustic soda, chlorine,
hydrochloric acid, sodium chloride, etc.

Household consumer needs are accompanied by the needs of small- and medium-size
industry (SMI): soap and textile factories, breweries, plastics (PVC) ... etc. There is some small
scale exploitation, notably, in Zaire and Burundi, on salt springs (salt deposits) but the
production capacity is not proportionate to the identified needs.

2. Regional strategy

The objective of regional cooperation agencies, such as the CEPGL, is to promote private
initiatives for the establishment of industrial plants to develop the existing capacity so as to meet
domestic needs or at least to reduce dependency on the outside world.

3. Previous activities

So far the only tangible activities implemented at the regional level are limited to the surveys
conducted in 1991 by ECA/MULPOC on behalf of the CEPGL. These surveys essentially
focused on the identification of salt springs and the possibilities of establishing an electrolysis
factory for sodium chloride.

B. JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT

1. Curreut situation

For a subregion with more than 15 million inhabitants and with reference to the WHO
established standards, salt consumption should be about 5kg/inhabitant and per year. This puts
salt needs alone at 250,000 tonnes per year. The needs for salt derivatives, particularly. caustic
soda for textile industry, soap factory and other processing industries, can be estimated at
140,000 tonnes.

Since the Great Lakes countries do not have any salt industry, they almost totally depend on
the outside world. This dependency has several adverse effects: iodine deficiency of the people,
irregular supplies due to their landlocked situation, extremely high cost in foreign currency ... etc.
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Furthermore, note will be taken of the reopening of the previous artisanal exploitation at
Nguba with a total production of 600 to 800 tonnes a year.

2. Objectives of the project - Expected situation

The main objective is to make up for the above-mentioned shortage through the development
of the Shaba salt springs whose size calls for an industrial exploitation. These salt springs are
thermo-mineral springs which have an average temperature of ± 40°c. The chemical analysis
revealed the presence of chlorine in the rock-salt mine series (100 to 200 PPM). Two main
springs were identified at Nguba and Mwanhsia, located at 70 and 92 km respectively from
Likasi (Shaba). They contain a certain number of salts in solution form: CaS04. Mg504,
Mgcl2, Kcl, Nacl and Nabr.

Three objectives:

(a) Salt production;

(b) Iodization; and

(c) Manufacture of derivatives.

The salt gem deposits of Shaba and the identified needs justify the installation of an average
salt production factory with a capacity of 200,000 to 300,000 tonnes.

The industrial plant to be established should also have a process for the iodization of salt
meant for household consumption. As a matter of fact, several million people are living in
highly endemic areas and frequently people showing signs or symptoms of cretinism and other
problems due to iodine deficiency (PDlD) can be seen. WHO and the International Council for
the Control of Iodine Deficiency Disorders, recommend that producers and importers should
iodize table or cooking salt at two per cent.

The third specific objective is to set up a sodium chloride electrolysis factory. This plant
should make it possible to obtain the lixiviate and acids necessary for the production of salt
derivatives, namely:

(a) Chlorine for water purification, plastics (PVC) insecticides, solvents etc.;

(b) Caustic soda for soap and textile industries, breweries, paper industry etc.;

(c) Hydrochloric acid; and

(d) Sodium hydrochloride.
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3. Implementation strateev

The most rational step would be to transform the salt-marshes of Nguba (Shaba) into a
regional salt production and electrolysis factory. The plant would thus be integrated, thereby
reducing investments and production costs.

The project execution could be spread out, at the medium-term, with an initial installed
capacity of 140,000 tonnes a year and with section extensions over a period to be determined
by the amount of funds mobilized (capital).

C. INVESTMENTS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

The available studies do not contain a financial evaluation of the project. This action could
be initiated by economic operators and other investors interested in the project, with the
technical assistance of ECA/MULPOC and the Executive Secretariats of subregional agencies.

D. LEGAL AND/OR INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

The enterprise would be a private low capital company: limited liability, open or joint-stock
company.

E. CAPITAL INFLOWS AND RISKS

The capital of the enterprise will consist exclusively of private shares. The main regional
industrial importers and users would constitute the core of the project's lead entrepreneurs.

The States and the community will grant mining leases and give the company the status of
a community enterprise and other benefits provided for by the various cooperation instruments
put in place: preferential tariffs, payment facilities and other incentives.

The risks would be those normally incurred by industrial and business enterprises.
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2.5 PROFILE OF PROJECT V: PAPER INDUSTRY

A. CONTEXT OF THE PROJECT

1. Description of the sector

Paper industry in the Great Lakes countries is essentially limited to the processing of
corrugated paper (kraft) for the production of packagings, textbooks, exercise books, toilet paper
and the printing of newspapers. This dependency on the semi-finished products is further
compounded by insignificant quantities produced when compared to the growing needs, notably,
in Zaire and Burundi.

In fact, a few production plants exist in Rwanda and Zaire, but their needs are covered by
massive imports from Kenya, Japan and European Union countries. This subregion therefore
heavily depends on imported finished products and intermediate materials.

2. Subregional strategy

With regard to this subsector, the objective of the States and their cooperation agencies is
to mobilize private investors in order to promote not only industrial plants designed to meet the
subregion's needs in finished products but also the needs of local production enterprises in raw
materials such as paper pulp. However, concerning the paper pulp industry, CEPGL objectives
would be envisaged within the more expanded framework of ECCAS, on account of the greater
availability of raw materials (wood), the need to sell semi-finished products (market) and the
very high investment costs.

3. Previous activities

A study was conducted in 1990 by ECA/MULPOC on behalf of the CEPGL Executive
Secretariat. It essentially analyzed the situation of the subsector, kraft paper processing
technologies and the possibilities to increase the subregion's production of finished products.
Special emphasis was laid on the assessment of demand and supply - local production and
imports.

B. JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT

1. Current situation

Rwanda and Zaire have a few plants for the production of paper packagings, textbooks,
books and other printed materials from imported corrugated paper (kraft) and, incidentally, for
the recovery and reprocessing of waste paper. Rwanda's enterprises (SIEVA, PACAREM,
SOCOBICO) produced about 1,000,000 cartons and paper packagings mainly for the soap
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industry. In Zaire, the annual demand estimated at 40,000 tonnes of finished products paper,
is covered at 90 per cent by imports (36,000 tonnes). In Burundi, all the needs are met from
imports and, on the whole, the entire subregion remains a net importer of intermediate products
(kraft paper).

Considering the rapid growing needs resulting from the high number of areas in which paper
is used such as education, consumer industry and the print media, foreign exchange cost is
extremely high for the States which, moreover, have set other priorities, within the framework
of national rehabilitation programmes, (notably Rwanda).

2. Objectives of the project - Expected situation

In the CEPGL subregion, the specific objectives are to establish one or several industrial
plants to cover the serious shortage of finished products. For the records, the imports of Zaire
alone amounted to about 36,000 tonnes in 1990 and Burundi has no plant for the production of
paper articles.

Production needs can therefore be validly estimated at 15,000 tonnes per year and this would
justify the existing of two subregional enterprises.

On a broader scale, the objective is to set up a paper pulp production factory in the space
designed to the size of ECCAS, which would supply raw materials (kraft paper) to small- and
medium-size processing enterprises.

3. Implementation strategy

The approach of the subregional agencies is to mobilize professionals of the subsector in the
member States and other investors to set up medium-size enterprises for the production of paper
articles.

At the medium-term and depending on the interest shown by economic operators, further
consultations and a feasibility study will be initiated on the paper pulp factory project.

C. INVESTMENTS AND INFRASTRUCTURES

The study conducted in 1990 with assistance from ECA/MULPOC, estimated the financial
cost of investments in a paper pulp factory at about US$ 25 million with an annual production
capacity of 20,000 tonnes.

On the other hand, with regard to plants for the production of finished articles, the summary
of the study report does not determine the approximate cost of investments. The choice which
would be made by the economic operators concerned (one or several plants) and the amount of
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mobilizable capital (intention to take shares), will supply the indicative data on the evaluation
of the necessary equipment and infrastructures.

D. LEGAL AND/OR INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

Here the enterprises would be private low companies, preferably capital companies, given
the significance of the long-term objectives (paper pulp factory).

E. CAPITAL INFLOWS AND RISKS

Economic operators and other investors will bring in the capital and the technology necessary
for the establishment and take-off of the company.

The States and the subregional agencies will grant the company the status of community
enterprise, the benefits provided for by national investment codes and CEPGL, ECCAS and
COMESA preferential tariffs.

The risks would be limited to those normally incurred by industrial and business enterprises.
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2.6 PROFILE OF PROJECT VI: METALLURGICAL INDUSTRY
AFRICAN SUBREGION

A. CONTEXT OF THE PROJECT

1. Description of the subsector

CENTRAL

The Central African subregion heavily depends on iron and steel products, notwithstanding
the huge iron deposits found in Zaire, Gabon, Cameroon and Congo, and the existing energy
potential (hydro-electricity, coal, oil).

A few production plants do exist, particularly, in Zaire and Cameroon. The Central African
Republic (CAR), Congo and Gabon have small-scale steel-works. But then due to several
factors, the States of the subregion are major importers of steel. It will be noted, among other
things, that the subregion has one big steel factory located in MALUKA in Zaire. Only three
to five per cent of its installed capacity is operating and this does not meet the needs of the
countries.

2. Regional strategy

To attain the objectives set in the Lagos Plan of Action and Final Act in the area of
industrialization, the subregional and regional integration agencies are pursuing the establishment
of a steel factory corresponding to the potentialities and needs of the Central African subregion.
This action has been made necessary by the drive to develop the abundant mineral resources to
manufacture a strategic intermediate product vital to the development of a significant number of
small- and medium-scale industries (SMls).

3. Previous activities

A study on its advisability was conducted in 1989 by ECA/MULPOC on behalf of the
CEPGL. The related report assesses among other data, the situation of the sector in the Central
African subregion (existing plants and projects in progress), the available raw materials and the
demand for iron and steel products, as projected up to the year 2000.

B. JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT

1. Current situation

In Zaire, the iron and steel factory was initially designed to produce 250,000 tonnes a year
using a hot rolling-mill with an annual capacity of 10,000 tonnes of steel, and a cold rolling-mill
of 150,000 tonnes to meet the demand of the iron sheet market. But since the factory uses only
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scrap-iron, its real production does not exceed three to five per cent of the instal Jed capacity.
In Cameroon, the SaLADO factory equipped with one kiln and two rolling-mills produced, in
1986,32,000 tonnes of iron bars and rods notably.i.e., 80 per cent of its installed capacity.

In both cases, the production is lower than the domestic demand. All the States of the
subregion are thus net importers of iron and steel products.
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Table 11: Current situation of metallurgical factories and projects

Factory Project

Current
Country Location Capacity production Description State of progress

(1000 t1yr) (1000 tiyr)

Cameroon SOLADO 40.0 32.0 a) Small iron and steel a) Project idea
DOUALA (1986) factory for billets
(Laminoir) 110,000 t/yr.
(rolling mill)

b) Expansion of Solado b) Project idea
rolling mill to increase
the capacity to
110,000 t/yr.

Central - - - a) Small iron and steel a) Available
African factory of 10,000 tiyr. investment survey
Republic

b) Small foundry and

,
forge b) Project idea

Congo - - - a) Ferro-alloys factory at a) Project idea
Loutlima: 4.500 t1yr.

b) Small iron and steel b) Project idea
factory of 30.000 t/yr.

c) Small FERCO iron c) Locally available
and steel factory of equipment
16,000 t/yr. at pending its
Loubomo installation

d) Foundry/Forge at d) Locally available
Loubomo equipment

pending its
installation

Gabon - - - a) Small iron and steel a) No guaranteed
factory of 12,000 t/yr. follow-up
SAGASIDER project

b) Metallurgical factory
of 36,000 t/yr. at b) No guaranteed
Owenda follow-up
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Table 12: Imports of iron and steel products in the Central African subregion. 1965-1986

Country Imported quantities in thousand tonnes Per capita
consumption

1969 1970 1975 1980 1984 1985 1986 in kg

Cameroon - - 55.0 132.3 118.8 120.0 125.0 12.0
Congo 34.1 19.9 23.6 66.7 69.5 59.3 23.4 13.7 (**)

Gabon - 23.9 79.8 50.8 46.7 47.7 15.3 13.9 (**)

Burundi
Rwanda 3.4 10.1 3.2 18.1 28.5 26.8 22.3 2.06
Zaire 38.2 130.9 73.9 60.0 72.5 48.2 19.1 0.63
Other countries

(*) 163.3 75.3 63.9 83.3 178.3 88.4 52.8 6.5

239.3 260.1 299.4 411.2 514.8 390.4 257.9 4.15

(*)
(**)

Source:

CAR, Equatorial Guinea, Chad, Sao Tome and Principe
Due to the low population

World Steel Trade Statistics, 1984 - 1986

2. Project objectives- Expected situation

The main objective is to endow the Central African subregion with an iron and steel factory
which would tap the huge iron deposits and other raw materials already identified and listed in
the subregion, and meet the needs of member States in semi-finished and finished iron and steel
products.

(a) Available raw materials

Prospecting, explorations and evaluations have revealed huge iron deposits in Gabon, (1216
million tonnes), the Congo (300 million tonnes with 60-65 per cent iron content), Zaire (between
190 and 300 million tonnes) and Cameroon (200 million tonnes).

Incidentally, a few existing mechanical industries can supply between 300,000 and 1,000,000
million tonnes of scrap-iron for reprocessing.
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Demands for charcoal and other ligneous products can be met by the coal deposits identified
in Shaba and Lukuga (Zaire), whose reserves have been estimated at 750 million tonnes. Zaire
also has substantial input resources (smelting principles and other additives) needed for the
metallurgical industry such as limestone, chalk, silica, dolomite, fluorspar, quartz, limestone
flux, ferro manganese and other iron alloys.

(b) Iron and steel products needs

The products used in the Central African subregion are generally products which are
laminated or shaped, under hot and/or cold temperatures, to various forms:

(i) Long products: billets, rolled and round bars, square steel, small beams, angle
bars, .. etc;

(ii) Flat products: sheets of metal, thick and smooth sheets, strap-iron and strip;'
metal, tin plates, corrugated or galvanized iron sheets, .. etc;

(iii) Tubular products: welded and unwelded tubes, fittings; and

(iv) Special rolled bars: hot or cold shaped, pressed, and drawn spindle, shaft,
wheel. .. etc.

Other mechanical articles manufactured from various types of steel are also used in the
subregion in the manufacturing of transport equipment, spare parts, raw materials for metal
works, various tools and implements...etc.

By the mid-1980s, the total consumption of iron and steel products in the Central African
subregion, exceeded 500,000 tonnes, even though the slow-down in economic activity, due to
the world recession, had cyclically reduced imports.

Studies have estimated the iron and steel needs of the Central African countries by the year
2000 at between 1.3 and 1.7 million tonnes. The greater part of the demand (80 per cent) would
be for rolled sheets, bars, tin plates, iron sheets, tubes and pipes for the building and related
industries.

On the basis of this hypothesis, the production of iron ore, scrap-iron and charcoal should
respectively attain:

(i) 3 to 4 million tonnes (iron ore);

(ii) 800,000 to 1.000,000 tonnes (scrap-iron); and

(iii) 1.2 to 1.5 million tonnes (charcoal).

Tables 3 to 5 give the details per country.
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Table 13: Demand for scrap-iron for the electric arc furnace process in the Central African
subregion by the year 2000 (tonnes)

Country M*/ A*/

1. Cameroon 215.300 33.200
2. The Congo 65.400 98.600
3. Central African Republic 10.100 16.100
4. Rwanda 21.100 33.200
5. Chad 14.100 19.100
6. Zaire 614.700 327.900

Total 840.700 1.028.100

Table 14: Demand for spongy iron (direct reduction) and iron ore (for its production)
corresponding to iron and steel needs in the Central African subregion by the year
2000 (tonnes)

Spongy iron Iron ore

M*/ A*/ M*/ A*/

1. Cameroon 321.000 415.500 459.000 594.200
2. The Congo 97.500 147.000 139.400 210.200
3. Gabon 481.500 640.500 683.500 928.800
4. Central African Republic 15.000 24.000 21.000 34.300
5. Rwanda 31.500 49.500 45.000 70.800
6. Chad 21.000 28.500 30.000 40.800
7. Zaire 931.500 1.234.500 1.332.000 1.765.300

TOTAL 1.899.000 2.539.500 2.714.900 3.644.400

Source: Estimates based on the average sponge consumption in the Central African subregion.

*/ M - Figures based on the average consumption report/GDP
A - Figures based on the increased consumption report/GDP
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Table 15: Demand for charcoal to meet the iron and steel production needs of the Central
African subregion by the year 2000 (direct reduction process using a solid reactor)
(in tonnes)

Country M*/ A*/

1. Cameroon 192.800 249.600
2. The Congo 55.600 88.300
3. Gabon 289.200 390.100
4. Central African Republic 9.000 14.400
5. Rwanda 18.900 29.700
6. Chad 12.600 17.100
7. Zaire 559.400 741.500

Total 1.137.500 1.530.700

Source: Estimates based on the average charcoal consumption.

On the whole, the project should make it possible to tap the various raw materials and other
inputs mentioned above, for the manufacture of 1.3 to 1.7 million tonnes of iron and steel
products.

3. Implementation strategy

The project will contain two distinct and supplementary aspects:

(a) Mining; and

(b) Industrial processing.

These two aspects could be realized within an integrated metallurgical plant which includes
all the activities from exploration to the manufacture of finished products. To reduce the burden
and constraints of funding such a plant, it would be possible to envisage the setting- up of
several medium-scale enterprises, specialized in the various activities which contribute to the
manufacture of iron and steel products: iron ore production; collection and purchase of scrap
iron; charcoal production; production of main inputs; and small iron and steel factories.

The system of crossed shareholdings established amongst these various enterprises would
enhance, amongst other things, proper coordination and the planning of activities.
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C. LEGAL AND/OR INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

All these objectives should be attained within the framework of private, individual and/or
corporate enterprises. However, considering the huge capital and the technologies to be
mobilized, the capital companies would offer the most appropriate framework with, if possible,
European partners who have a solid experience in this sector.

D. FINANCIAL NEEDS - INVESTMENTS - INJ<'RASTRUCTURES

The surveys already conducted with the assistance of ECA/MULPOC did not give an
assessment of this project since the options for its execution are varied. It will therefore behove
the economic operators and interested investors to evaluate and adapt the investment needs to
the best forms of participation.

E. CAPITAL INFLOWS AND RISKS

The economic operators will bring in the capital and technology necessary for the setting
up of production enterprises and plants, depending on the participation method they would have
adopted.

The Central African countries will lease mining to investors under the best conditions, as
well as grant them the benefits and other incentives provided for by the national mining,
customs, tax and investment codes.

The regional cooperation agencies (ECCAS and CEPGL) will coordinate the project.
particularly, the negotiations between the economic operators and the ministries of mines and
industry in the member States. They will grant to enterprises thus set up, preferential systems,
payment facilities and other benefits provided for in their respective treaties,

The ECA/MULPOC (Yaounde and Gisenyi) will provide specific technical assistance
through the Executive Secretariats of ECCAS and CEPGL, in the realization of further studies.

The risks would be limited to those normally incurred by similar industrial and business
enterprises of the subregion, notably, the metallurgical factory at Maluku (Zaire) or the Solado
Rolling Mill (Cameroon).
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2.7 PROFILE OF PROJECT VII: PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY

A. CONTEXT OF Tlffi P,Q..oJECT

1. Description of the sector

The Great Lakes subregion, like most humid tropical areas, is a high endemic area. This
geographical factor has been worsened by the combined effects of the economic recession of the
19805 and the reduction in social programmes between 1992 and 1994, which has made the
people's health coverage and the availability of basic pharmaceutical products very uncertain.

A few production plants exist in the various countries, but then their combined capacity does
not exceed 20 per cent of the market needs. The subregion is therefore a major importer of
basic drugs and antibiotics in particular.

This heavy dependence on the outside world presupposes substantial in foreign exchange
allocations (current balance of payments), current supply problems and the very high cost
pressure exerted on the tight budget of households, especially in the rural area.

2. Subregional strategy

In the area of health, the policy pursued by the States of the subregion, aims at the better
health coverage of the people, principally, with the increased availability of essential drugs at
prices commensurate with the purchasing power of households, the full utilization of medicinal
plants and .the traditional pharmacopoeia, and the development of research programmes on
transmissible tropical diseases.' .

Such a policy should be reflected, inter alia, by an increase in and the diversification of the
subregional capacity for the production of essential drugs, to meet the real needs of the people,
established from the main identified morbidity profiles.

3. Previous activities

CEPGL governing bodies had already adopted, since the mid-1980s, the principle of setting
up a regional pharmaceutical plant, with a factory for the production of essential drugs, a
community laboratory for the control of drugs and research activities on medicinal plants and
the traditional pharmacopoeia. Feasibility studies were conducted for this purpose with the
technical assistance of ECA/MULPOC. They laid emphasis on the current situation of CEPGL
member States in the area of the supply, control and distribution of drugs and made
recommendations on the setting-up of a subregional pharmaceutical industry.
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B. JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT

1. Current situation

Two public enterprises - LAPHAKI (Zaire) and OPHAR (Rwanda), one joint venture 
ONAPHA (Burundi) - and some ten private enterprises of Zaire, are currently ensuring most of
the domestic production. The biggest plant (LAPHAKI) produces annual1y: 80,000 tablets;
7,000,000 capsules; 50,000 mg. of powder; 19,000 litres of solution; 25,000 mg. of pomade;
1,900,000 suppositories; and 22,000 litres of drips.

This production is nevertheless very low. Moreover, the instal1ed capacity is already
insufficient to meet the sole needs of public pharmacies and Zaire's hospitals. With respect to
Burundi, production has been impeded by the obsolescence of the machines and other technical
instal1ations and by the fact that the good manufacturing standards (GMP), set by WHO, are not
fully respected.

Import activities are equal1y carried out by Boards or Public Services - ONAPHA in
Burundi, OPHAR in Rwanda, DCMP in Zaire - religious bodies - BUFMAR and several private
pharmacies including the German firm, HOECHST.

2. Objectives - Expected situation

The main objective is to develop this subsector so that it can meet the domestic needs in
essential drugs and thus reduce dependency on the outside world. At the end of the project, the
CEPGL area, should have a subregional pharmaceutical industry whose production activities
would focus on four production categories, namely:

(a) General drugs;

(b) Antibiotics;

(c) Other penicillin-based drugs; and

(d) Colouring products.

Pharmaceutical specialties would be determined by the morbidity profiles and the main
diseases raging in the subregion. At any rate, the diversity of active substances does not have
any major impact on the investment cost since the manufacture of tablets, syrups, pomades or
pills is done for each of the presentation forms, with the same equipment, irrespective of the
substances used and the finished product.
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Given the identified needs, the subregional plant should have a production capacity of:

(a) 300,000,000 tablets for a combined number of 25 types of drugs;

(b) 13,000,000 pills " " " 2 " "

(c) 28,000,000 capsules " " " 4 " "

(d) 2,000,000 of ORS powder
sachets (with 27.59)" " " " I " "

(e) 400,000 of pomades/creams " " 4 " "

(f) 500,000 suppositories " " " I " "

(g) 857,000 litres of syrups, suspensions and solutions 13 types of drugs

A few basic veterinary drugs could be added to this list without any substantial increase in
the investment costs.

3. Implementation strategy

The industrial plant could be designed and programmed to manufacture-the various drugs
described above, and thus constitute a fully integrated autonomous entity.

Another approach could, however, be envisaged within the concern to ensure vertical
integration and greater synergy with the already existing production plants. On the basis of this
hypothesis, the subregional project would have, as its major objective, the production of pure
substances and total extracts from active substances. These intermediate or semi-finished
products would be delivered to local pharmaceutical firms for the preparation of the drugs~
se and to the faculties of pharmacy equipped with clinical services for teaching purposes. The
total alkaloid extracts (reserpine, physostic, vincaleukoblastine) could be exported towards
countries which usually import plant substances from Zaire in their crude form: the Rauwolfia
barks, voacanga and physostigma grains.

C. LEGAL AND/OR INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

Like other light industry projects, this subregional plant would be set up within the
framework of one or several private, individual and/or corporate enterprises which have the
community enterprise status. The existing industrial plants, the main firms that export on the
Great Lakes market and the big private pharmacies would constitute the core of the lead
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entrepreneurs. The few general formalities and obligations existing for the setting up of
companies will include, in this case, the specific standards set by WHO for the manufacture of
pharmaceutical products.

D. FINANCIAL NEEDS

On the basis of the above-described quantitative needs, the studies carried out have led, inter
alia, to an estimation of initial investment costs of about US$ 5 million including the purchase
of machines and equipment, the cost of drug manufacturing buildings, subsidiary constructions
and other civil engineering works.

This amount could be adopted as a basic hypothesis, since the real size and cost of the
project can be revised through the updating of the technical data and needs.

E. CAPITAL INFLOWS AND RISKS

The economic operators, investors and other technical partners will bring in the capital and
technology necessary for the setting-up of the company and the take-off of the factory. The
States and subregional cooperation agencies will grant to the project the facilities and benefits
provided for by the national and community instruments for investment promotion: tax
exemptions, preferential CEPGL, ECCAS and COMESA tariff schedules, payment facilities etc.

The risks would be limited to those normally incurred by industrial and business enterprises.
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CHAPTER m, PROJECTS SUBMITTED TO ECONOMIC OPERATORS AND NGOs
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3.1 PROFILE OF PROJECT VITI: DEVELOPMENT OF FISHERIES WITHIN
THE ECONOMIC COMMUNITY OF THE
GREAT LAKES COUNTRIES

A. CONTEXT OF THE PROJECT

The subregion of the Great Lakes, as its name indicates has as a primary feature, a
large number of internal waterways. There is no subregion in Africa with so many rivers,
lakes, ponds and streams. This physical feature has the following multi-dimensional
potentials through which several strategic sectors of the economy could be developed:

(a) Agriculture;

(b) Fishing;

(c) Energy;

(d) Transport.

Lakes Tanganyika, Victoria, Mweru, Mobutu, Kivu and other lakes are indeed huge
internal waterways whose potentials are yet to be developed.

Several regional activities have been initiated for the development of this potential in
the areas of energy, transport and agriculture, but the fisheries sector has not experienced
any. significant development, not withstanding the low protein intake of the population.
Indeed, according to surveys carried out by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAD)
(formulation of a common agricultural policy within CEPGL and the marketing of the
agricultural products within ECCAS) malnutrition resulting from protein deficiency ischronic
in the area with children under five grossly underweight and pregnant women and breast
feeding mothers suffering from anaemia.

The development of the existing fisheries potentials should lead to greater protein
intake (as the present level does not exceed 58 per cent of the daily required ratio) and this
potential is under exploited at the regional level due to the following reasons among others:

(a) The local and rudimentary nature of the fishing methods and equipment;
(b) The low level of training of the artisanal fishermen;
(c) The inadequate preservation infrastructures;
(d) The transport problems between the fishing zones and the major urban areas;
(e) The underdevelopment of fish farming (development of ponds).
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As an illustration fish production' on lake Tanganyika as a whole (in Burundi,
Tanzania, Zaire, Zambia) was 85 000 tonnes from 1988 to 1992 whereas the potential was
evaluated at 295 000 tonnes, an average of 28.8 per cent.

Several countries in the subregion were huge importers of fish and fish products
(Zaire alone imported in 1992, 63.1 million dollars and Tanzania 400 000 dollars worth of
fish and by products.

1. Regional strategies

The objectives of the institutions involved in subregional cooperation are primarily
aimed at considerably increasing the local production of fish through the development of
industrial fishing where possible, providing better training for local fishermen in the rural
areas, reducing post-catch losses and generating greater interaction in the distribution between
the fishing zones and the main consumer centres.

To this end, the states and the institutions promoting cooperation undertake to
encourage further private sector initiative in fishing activities for the optimal development
of their fisheries potentials.

2, PrevioUS activities

Several studies that were carried out by FAO within the framework of the formulation
of agricultural policies for the Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) and
the CEPGL countries focused among other things on a detailed inventory of the fishing
zones, their production potentials and the existing species. ECA/Gisenyi MULPOC on their
part undertook a preliminary study in 1988 on improving fish storage, preservation and
distribution.

Some national projects and enterprises also exist in Burundi and Zaire but on the
whole their catch and marketing fall below the identified requirements.

B. PROJECT JUSTIFICATION

1. The current situation

The current situation shows that the present potentials are underexploited in Zaire and
Tanzania. There is lack of infrastructure and equipment for preservation/conservation as well
as weaknesses in the distribution system. Thissituation is evidenced by the dependence of
certain states on imported products. The statistics provided by FAO show among other
things, the low level of production for inland fishing. The recent data are as follows:

, FAO statistics
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Table 16

Fish catch in tonnes (inland fishing) 1993

1987 1992 1993
potentials

Year in tonnes

Zaire 166,000 121 900 147250 500 000
Uganda N.A 250000 219814 208000
Tanzania N.A 289000 300000 400 000
Rwanda 1,630 3697 3553 N.A
Burundi 5,009 23033 22000 24000
Kenya 190483 180630 N.A

Total 878 113 873 247

Sources: FAD statistics
NA: Not available

The production level shows a regional average of 7 kg of fish per person per annum
which is 19 grams per person per day.

Whereas the development of the existing potentials seem optimal in Burundi, Uganda and
Kenya, such a development is very low in Zaire (about 29 per cent) and it is likely to be
improved in Tanzania where a total catch in 1993 (costal and inland fishing) totalled 345,000
tonnes, which represents only 72.6 per cent of the available resources. A clear illustration
of the gap between the potentials and actual production is provided by the statistics on fishing
on lake Tanganyika in 1989-90.

Burundi
Tanzania
Zaire
Zambia
Total

Existing potentials
23,000

121,000
133,000
18,000

295,000

Catch in tonnes
16,00
25,000
30,000
14,000
85,000

With a development rate of 29 per cent, the resources on lake Tanganyika provide ample
opportunities for the development of industrial and artisanal fishing,

2. Project objectives - Expected situation

Preliminary studies on measures to improve fish storage, preservation and distribution
in the countries of the Gisenyi MULPDC carried out in 1988 estimated a figure of 21 kg.
of fish per capita per annum as the likely intake in food to produce 11.5 g. of protein, which
is 57 per cent of the daily needs. To meet the requirement means trebling the 1993
production figures of a total catch of 2,620,000 tonnes per annum for the whole of the
subregion,
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The other resources which are yet to be developed are found basically on river Zaire and
its tributaries, lakes Tanganyika, Mweru, Mobutu and Kivu.

The establishment of industrial and semi-industrial fishing and the provision of basic
equipment to local fishermen within a cooperative set-up will considerably increase
production notably in Zaire, Rwanda and Tanzania.

3. Implementation strategies

Industrial and semi-industrial fishing should be developed on the main lakes of the region
through the utilization of private enterprises bringing together economic operators from the
riparian states. .

The most appropriate strategies for the development of fishing on rivers, streams, ponds
and small waterways should be the provision of better training for local fishermen to enable
them establish cooperatives, the use of more sophisticated techniques as well as access to
small loans and the dissemination of fish farming techniques as these waterways cannot
accommodate industrial fishing.

The proposed development of inland fishing in the countries of the Great Lakes region
could be carried out in two distinct fashions; The first is the mobilization of the economic
operators and other investors for the establishment of private enterprises on each lake with
modern fishing equipment as well as equipment for fish preservation, conservation and
distribution.

The second action will be to focus the activities of NGOs on the development of
cooperatives for local fishermen together with the provision of training and skills
development as well as the provision of small scale finances. These activities would have
a major impact in the rural area through an increase of revenue for a balanced diet and the
preservation of the ecosystem of the waterways.

C. LEGAL AND JNSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

The establishment of industrial plants should be initiated exclusively by private investors
through individual or private companies with regional partners and/or foreigners. Limited
liability companies will provide ideal framework through which lake resources could be
developed with two or several riparian states (on lakes Tanganyika, Mobutu, Edward, Kivu,
Mweru).

On artisanal fishing, the activities of NGOs should be organized and streamlined by the
competent national agencies responsible for rural training, fisheries and cooperatives.

A subcontracting or intermediary network should reinforce this arrangement with the
establishment of industrial plants on the one hand and the collection, preservation, and the
marketing of the excess catch by fishermen who are far from the urban centers on the other.
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D. FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS - INVESTMENTS

No estimates have been provided in this document regarding industrial fishing which
should be initiated exclusively by the private sector. The size of the plants, the investments
and financial requirements will be based on the level of commitment of the interested
economic operators and investors.

Regarding artisanal fishing, the competent national agencies and the NGOs should be able
to assist local fishermen to assess their needs, formulate projects and implement such projects
for a rational development of the waterways.

E. CONTRffiUTIONS AND RISKS

Interested economic operators and other investors will contribute capital and the
necessary technology for the establishment of industrial plants especially for the purchase of
ships, fishing equipment, refrigerated trucks and the installation of cold chains.

The states will provide fishing licenses free of charge and subregional and regional
institutions will provide these enterprises with services on how well to cooperate through
their various cooperation instruments and mechanisms.

Regarding artisanal fishing, the contributions of NGOs will be in line with the
requirements identified in each request namely training in fish farming techniques, provision
of basic equipment, improvement in preservation techniques, subsidies, institutional training
etc.

The national agencies responsible for fisheries, cooperatives and rural training will assist
local fishermen in the formulation of small projects and will draw up the norms regarding
the techniques for the conservation of aquatic species.

There are no particular risks likely to hinder the implementation of the various
components of the project.
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3.2 PROFILE OF PROJECT IX: AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY

A. CONTEXT OF THE PROJECT

1. Description of the subsector

The CEPGL - KBO space is basically an agricultural subregion. Ninety per cent of the
population in Rwanda, Burundi and Tanzania and eighty per cent of the population of Uganda
and fifty-eight per cent of the population of Zaire live on agriculture and related activities.
The share of agriculture in the GDP is high over the last five years:

(a) In Tanzania it is between 48 and 6I per cent;
(b) In Burundi it is between 48 and 51 per cent;
(c) In Uganda it is between 30 and 51 per cent;
(d) In Rwanda it is between 38 and 40 per cent;
(e) In Zaire it is between 23 and 32 per cent.

The basic production equipment are a simple and diversified range of tools such as hoes,
cutlasses, pickaxes, sickles, pruning knives, knives, cutters and other manual tools.

These tools are used on almost all traditional family holdings for sowing,. planting,
harvesting, post-harvest preservation, transportation, rehabilitation, and maintenance in the
rural areas.

At the moment the tools are produced in the subregion by the non-formal artisanary
(private blacksmiths) and by industrial plants (Rwandex Chillington and Rwanda Steel in
Rwanda, Chanimetal & UMAZ in Zaire). However, production in the whole of the
subregion is still low compared to 'the real demand and short-term needs.

2. The strategy of subregional institutions in the development of agricultural
equipment

The objective of increasing agricultural production also aims at consolidating food self
sufficiency, increasing export production and improving the livelihood of people in the rural
areas. This presupposes greater agricultural mechanization, increase in production to meet
demand and improvement on and diversification of present equipment, development of new
equipment with simple technology and adapted to the physical, environmental, economic and
financial conditions of the rural areas.

With regard to regional integration institutions, their activities should be focused on
structuring local and artisanal workshops to ensure more rational utilization of resources and
improvement of the quality of their products, the strengthening and the reactivation of the
existing industrial plants and the establishment of new plants to meet regional demand.
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3. Previous activities

CEPGL in conjunction with Gisenyi MULPOC/ECA undertook a market study on small
agricultural equipment and held a consultative meeting with potential producers. The main
conclusions of the survey and meetings are summarized in this project document.

B. JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT

1. The present situation

Local production (artisanal and industrial) only represents 47 per cent of the entire supply
which is 3062 tonnes per annum. The official recorded imports account for 53 per cent of
this market which is 3480 tonnes.

The industrial and artisanal sectors only represent 38 per cent and 9 per cent of the local
supply with industrial plants operating at 20 per cent of their total capacity in Zaire and 70
per cent in Rwanda (before the political turmoil started in 1994 in this country).

In 1992 the demand was estimated at 19,000 tonnes. The demand for such tools and
equipment emanate from the following:

(a) Farmers with small holdings (peasants);
(b) Farmers with large holdings;
(c) Agricultural cooperatives;
(d) Communities (for community work);
(e) Rural training centres:
(1) Government projects etc.

2. Objectives

The first objective is to meet the entire local demand, to improve the quality of the
present products for both manual tools and animal traction equipment and to develop
conventional mechanization (tractors, plough and other mechanized equipment). Table 3 in
the annex provides the recent trend in the entire demand.

3. Implementation strategies

The project has two distinct and complementary features:

(a) An artisanal aspect in which the activities should be directed towards greater
organization of private blacksmiths through an increase and strengthening of workshops and
communal forges, the development and dissemination of production techniques to increase
the quality of products and arranging marketing channels. NGOs will be required to provide
finances, training and organization of sales outlets;

(b) An industrial aspect will in the first instance be directed towards maximizing the
installed capacities which have a total potential of 11 200 tonnes but with real production
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hardly reaching 3000 tonnes. Huge capital and new technologies are required to reactivate
the existing plants. New production plants will also be required to double the present
capacity which is vital to meet the subregional demand.

C. LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND/OR INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

In the artisanal sector, NGOs could work directly with cooperative societies or
associations of artisans where they do exist (through subsidies, management and training),
in cooperation with the government departments responsible for rural, development. In the
industrial sector the most appropriate beneficiaries of sustained development in agricultural
equipment will be the private enterprises: limited liability companies and individual
enterprises. It will therefore be necessary to privatize and/or to open up the capital of
existing companies to new economic operators and to promote the establishment of new
plants especially in Burundi. The four existing enterprises (Rwandex steel, Chillington,
UMAZ & Chanimetal) should playa lead role in this matter.

D. FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS

The surveys which are available at the moment do not provide an estimate of the
investments required to meet the regional demands.

In the artisanal sector, the national agencies responsible for rural development and the
existing rural associations will have to submit their requests to NGOs for project funding.

In the industrial sector, the financial requirement will focus on resources to reactivate
and/or to make fully operational the four existing plants as well as the cost of establishing
new ones. The leading enterprises would notably carry out an assessment with the technical
assistance of SEP/CEPGL and ECA/MULPOC. An assessment report will be submitted to
potential investors.

E. CONTRIBUTION AND RISKS

The economic operators and other investors will contribute capital and technology for the
restructuring and reactivation of the existing plants with the possibility of establishing new
ones.

The subregional institutions and member States will provide such contributions necessary
for the promotion of investments as conferred by national legislation and community
agreements. The risks are normally the same as those of any commercial enterprise.

In the artisanal sector financing will be required and/or possibly related technical
assistance from government institutions responsible for rural development and from
recognized cooperative movements.
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TABLES ANNEXED

1. PRODUCTION IN THE CEPGL COUNTRIES

BURUNDI

GITEGA production center: 5,700 pieces of various types
Non-formal artisanal production: 35,400 pieces of various types

RWANDA

RWANDEX CHILLINGTON
(a) Hoes 850,000 (1987)
(b) Wheelbarrows: 5,700 (1987)

900,000 (1988)
9,000 (1988)

RWANDA STEEL
Hoes 250,000 (forecast for end of 1988)
Nyabisindu iron works 20,000 pieces (round figure) about 21.8 tonnes
Gishamvu blacksmiths association 11.250 pieces (14.6 tonnes)
Shyorongi area development committee 2,500 pieces (3.2 tonnes)
Munini blacksmiths association 5,000 pieces (6.5 tonnes)
Blacksmiths virons village (300,000 pieces (39 tonnes)

ZAIRE

CHANIMETAL:

a) Hoes:

b) Hoes, shovels, spades
and pickaxes

c) Rakes:

d) Wheelbarrows

15,000 (1985) and 67,000 hoes, an annual average
for six years (891 tonnes)

474,000 (1985) and 417,000 (annual average of a
period of 6 years (542 tonnes)

7,000 (1983) and 3,000 (1984) an annual average
over two years is 5,000 (6.5 tonnes)

1,400 (1985) annual average over a period of six
years 3, 100 (62 tonnes)
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UMAZ:

a) Hoes 1,26 kg
b) Hoes 0.75 kg
c) Short hoes
d) Long hoes
e) Shovels
f) Axes
g) Cutters
h) Spades
i) Rakes
j) Grass cutters
K) Hoes
I) Pointed hoes
m) Special cutters
n) Cambers

45,700 (1987); 60,750 (average)
34,300 (1987) 21,300 (annual average)
2,100 (1987) 91,270 (average not available)
50 (987); 20,760 (average not available)·
50 (1987); 60,000 (average not available)
2,000 (1987) 7,200 (average not available)
40 (1987) 42,200 (average not available)
20,200 (1987) 10,760 (average not available)
20,200 (1987) 730 (average not available)
20,200 (1987) 479 (average nor available)
20,200 (1987) 670 (average notavailable)
20,200 (1987) 200 (average not available)
20,200 (1987) 6,100 (average not available)
134,5 (1987) 134,500 (average not available)

2. PLANTS SPECIALIZING IN THE MANUFACTURE OF HAND TOOLS

UMAZ RWANDEX RWASTEEL
CHILLINGTON

1. Capacity in 2,200 tonnes of tools per 2,300 tonnes of 6,000 tonnes of tools
theory annum that is: tools per annum per annum

constituting
3,500,000 hoes,

1,350,000 pieces per 1,250,000 hoes per axes, per annum
annum annum, 30,000 per 2,006.00 sickles and

constituting annum shovels per annum
600,000 hoes
720,000
100,000 sickles 25,000 Wheelbarrows
100,000 spades and hoes 2,600,000
50,000 axes per annum

2. Production 400 tonnes of tools 850,000 hoes in 250,000 hoes up to
capacity 1987 the end of 1988 7 to

8 pieces per minute
(about 10,000 pieces
in 24 hours).

3. Source of China Kenya - England Belgium
raw material Zimbabwe

4. Prospects To abandon hoes and Installation of a Installation of a
produce only cold foundry towards the foundry. Production
laminated tools (cutlasses end of 1988. of various types of
sickles) Production about agricultural tools.

+500.000
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3. THE TREND IN THE DEMAND FOR SMALL TOOLS FROM 1988-1992 WITHIN
CEPGL

No. Tools Tonnes

1987 1988 1999 1990 1991 1992

I. Hoes 8,090 8,206.4 8,324.92 8,445.65 8,568.6 8,693.83
2. Shovels and spades 269.7 272.52 275.38 278.27 281.21 284.18
3. Pickaxes 391.l2 395.03 398.97 402.95 406.99 411.07
4. Machetes 1,275 1,288.9 1,302.88 1,317.03 1,331.36 1,345.87
5. Axes 719.1 172.42 736.5 745.45 754.54 763.77
6. Pitchforks, rakes 1,236.3 132.36 1,262.23 1,275.43 1,288.78 1,302.29
7. Pruning-scissors (small) 170.7 245.42 174.16 175.93 177.71 179.52
8. Wooden handsaws 130.9 132.36 133.85 135.35 136.88 138.42
9. Sickles 243.05 245.42 247.82 250.24 251.l0 255.17

10. Combined hoes and forks, hoes,
scrapers 986,45 997.65 1,009.01 1,020.53 1,032.21 1,044.07

11. Pruning knives 85.7 87.03 88.39 89.77 91.17 92.61
12. Wheelbarrows 3,276.26 3,312.95 3,350.12 3,387.8 3,425.99 3,464.71
13. Sprayers 571.3 577.69 584.17 590.73 597.39 604.13
14. Harvesting andthreshing machines 290.4 21:14.32 298.31 302.38 306.51 :310.71
15. Machine tools andfittings 58.7 59.23 59.76 60.31 60.86 61.42

TOTAL 17,794.68 18,018.79 18,246.47 18,477.lU 18,711.30 18,951.77
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CHAPTER IV: PROJECTS SUBMITTED TO DONORS AND BILATERAL AND
MULTILATERAL FUNDlNG AGENCIES



4.1 PROFILE OF PROJECT X:

A. CONTEXT OF THE PROJECT

1. Description of the subsector
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HARMONIZATION OF POLICIES
LEGISLA TION AND INSTRUMENTS ON
TRANSIT TRANSPORT BETWEEN THE
STATES OF THE SUBREGION OF THE
GREAT LAKES CEPGL· KBO-TTCA

Transit transport is a major issue in the subregion of the Great Lakes as the three
countries namely Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi and the eastern part of Zaire are landlocked.

The flow of imports and exports from these states and regions is done principally through
the ports of Mombasa and Dar-es-Salaam on the Indian Ocean. Several transit corridors have
been identified and developed and have been the subject of bilateral agreements and/or
multilateral agreements between the States concerned.

In 1993 the total tonnage of transit goods from or to the ports of Mombasa and Dar-es
Salaam was estimated at 1,29,977 and 2,152,721 tonnes respectively. The corridors among
other features cover a length of 1,200 km. (Mombasa to Kampala) to 2,100 km. (Mombasa
to Bujumbura), possess inadequate or old infrastructures, use combined modes of
transportation (rail, road and lake) and pass through several border posts with often different
legislation and regulations operating side by side. All these factors lead to long delays in
travelling (up to 37 days) with financial overruns of US$ 183 (Dar-es-Salaam to Bujumbura)
to US$ 285 (Mombasa to Bujumbura) per tonne of transported goods.

2. Regional strategies

The regional strategy for transit transport is defined by the treaties and agreements in
which the States of the region are signatories namely the Common Market for Eastern and
Southern Africa, (COMESA), ECCS, TTCA, CEPGL. The main objectives of these
institutions in transport are the harmonization of policies and programmes, the development
and connection of roads and the free movement of persons and goods. The transit agreement
on the North Corridor in particular aims at:

(a) Facilitating the transit of goods;
(b) Avoiding or minimizing customs frauds;
(c) Simplifying and harmonizing the rules, procedures and documents on transit trade;
(d) Reducing the time it takes to travel.

Defining the transport corridors in international transit transport, identifying the
competent customs offices to deal with transit goods and the competent financial institutions
to provide customs guarantee as well as a uniform customs support document and a standard
type of "vehicle letter" are some areas in which the States of the subregion are cooperating
in transit transport which runs side-by-side with the more ambitious development and upkeep
of a regional transport network.
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3. Previous activities

Several subregional surveys and activities have been undertaken to implement the policies
and strategies defined by the treaties, protocols and other inter-State agreements. The
following should be noted:

(a) Survey on the administrative procedures on border traffic and transit transport in the
countries of the North Corridor which was carried out by the EEC;

(b) Report number 3224/EAFIWorJd Bank on the international transport bottlenecks of
Rwanda and Burundi, December 1980;

(c) UNDP/UNCTAD/RAF1781015 report on transit assistance for the landlocked
subregion of the eastern part of Central Africa, March 1981;

(d) Survey on the harmonization and coordination of the different modes of transport in
the subregion of east and southern Africa, ECA, December 1986;

(e) Survey on the corridors of the Great Lakes, World Bank, March 1990 and;

(t) UNDP/UNCTAD/RAF/88/015 on transit transport and on assistance to the transport
sector in east and southern Africa.

This last report covered in particular Uganda, zaire, Tanzania, Kenya, Rwanda and
Burundi. The objectives were to:

(a) Establish a mechanism to follow the movement and improve the flow of goods;

(b) Promote an efficient, reliable, speedy, inexpensive transit transport system through
technical and institutional cooperation between the landlocked countries and'me transit
countries;

(c) Promote a rational management of the transport logistics on the main highways and
routes;

(d) Assist member States to improve the competence of their personnel dealing with
economic, legal and administrative matters governing the movement of goods in the
subregion;

(e) Strengthen the national capacities through the maximum utilization of the expertise
available nationally and subregionally.

The final report of this project made appropriate recommendations and proposed various
activities, notably national workshops and seminars with the participation of subregional
institutions such as TTCA, KBO and CEPGL.
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4. Institutional framework

This report which was undertaken by the Gisenyi MULPOC/ECA was a follow-up of the
survey on the harmonization of national transport policies of the KBO countries and the
North Corridor which was carried out in 1995 by the said MULPOC following the request
made by the Executive Secretary. This activity should, therefore, be seen as technical
assistance from ECA through its regional office to states of the subregion and to cooperation
institutions namely CEPGL, KBO, IGAD, TICA/North Corridor.

B JUSTIF1CATION OF THE PROJECT

As underlined earlier, transit transport between the states and/or the landlocked zones of
the subregion and the ports of Mombasa and Dar-es-Salaam on the Indian Ocean is constantly
on the increase. It occupies a strategic place in the economy of the states concerned. Thus,
between 1991 and 1993 the transit trade for the port of Mombasa increased from 527,418
to 1,209,977 tonnes while for the port of Dar-es-Salaam, it rose from 1,969,583 to
2,152,721.

Despite the importance of transit transport and the existence of various legal and
institutional cooperation agencies, several problems arose and still remain unresolved. These
problems largely hinder the movement of economic operators, increase costs and extend the
time that goods take to get to their destinations.

1. The Dresent situation

Most of the problems are caused by the non-implementation of certain regional
agreements which are either annexed to these agreements or national norms which are more
restrictive in scope and sometimes contain provisions that are contrary to the regional
agreements. Thus, in the case of Burundi the use of the North Corridor has three main
disadvantages:

(a) The number of borders: vehicles from Burundi have to go through their countries
before arriving at the port of Mombasa;

(b) Financial overruns: the journey costs US$ 20 to 30 more than the Dar-es-Salaam to
Bujumbura route;

(c) Excessive customs formalities in addition to Road Transport Customs (DTDR)
adopted within the framework of TICA. The authorities in Uganda and Kenya demand their
own transit document as well as a bank guarantee in each country and the payment of a
commission of 0.25 per cent of the CIF value of the goods in transit.

On the central Corridor, transporters from Burundi complain basically about the
excessive cost of toll fees on highways which is about US$ 16 per 100 km. in Tanzania; this
is twice the rate that was agreed and established in the ZEP/COMESA.
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On the Ugandan side, similar complaints have been made notably on the time it takes to
clear containers in Mombasa and to be given police escort, the double checking system of
axle load (Athi River and Marakani), the excessive costs of ports fees as well as the
supplementary customs formalities required by the Kenyan customs in addition to the DTDR.

For the Kenyan authorities, the main preoccupation is the preservation and maintenance
of the transport infrastructure and in this regard there is a very strict regulation on vehicle
axle load as well as on the technical details of vehicles and on toll fees on highways.

Different parties are faced with numerous problems and thus limit the scope of
cooperation agreements in transit transport within the framework of regional and subregional
institutions. Some of these problems are differences of rules on axle load, multiplicity of
customs formalities and guarantees, the number of check points, the high cost of port fees,
the time to set-up police or customs escort teams and damages to transport infrastructure
through the overloading of vehicles.

It is thus observed that the regional norms are not entirely observed by the member States
or such norms do exist side by side with more restrictive national regulations.

2. The expected situation at the end of the project

,:1
The objective of this project is to eliminate all the differences to ensure and ease the flow

of transit transport between the countries in the East African subregion. There should be
greater harmonization in the regional agreements, in national regulations, on the constraints
on each state, in the cooperation objective and in the regional integration process. This
should be reflected notably by the implementation of a uniform transit regime.

. 3. The targeted beneficiaries

This project will benefit in the first instance all the economic operators and government
agencies involved in inter-state transit transport namely: transporters, transit agencies,
importers and exporters, shippers' council, customs administration and national transport
services. The effects should, however, be felt generally throughout the economic activity
as a whole and on the regional integration process in particular.

4. Implementation strategy and modalities

Rather than being just another survey, the execution of this project should basically lead
to a study/evaluation of the regional agreements and/or national legislation, the mechanisms
and existing instrumentson transit transport and how they are applied daily. A detailed list
of problems encountered by all concerned (landlocked countries and transit countries should
contain concrete proposals that could be adapted and harmonized with national regulations
in line with the regional agreements after due analyses and consideration of constraints
specific to each country.'
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The outcome of this survey/evaluation and the proposed solutions will be examined
during a regional seminar for customs and transport officials from the various countries, the
representatives of shippers' council, the professional association of transporters, recognized
transit agents, banks and financial institutions involved in customs guarantees and
representatives of subregional cooperation institutions (CEPGL, TTCA" KBO, COMESA).

C. OBJECTIVES

The main objective is to strengthen and accelerate the regional integration process
through "transit/transport" which is of vital importance to the economies of landlocked and
semi-landlocked countries. The elimination of non-physical barriers to the flow of transit
goods would have several positive impact on production, on the shop price for imports and
on the competitiveness of export products.

D. IMMEDIATE OBJECTIVES

There are two specific objectives:

(a) To eliminate legal, customs, administrative and security barriers along the transit
corridors and;

(b) To harmonize the technical specifications of vehicles especially the legal limits on
axle load in order to ensure that the road network is in a good state as maintenance and
rehabilitation costs are on the high side.

Appropriate solutions would have to be found to the North and Central Corridor as well
as to the non-implementation or partial implementation of the existing agreements. Solutions
should also be found to the possible shortcomings of these agreements, the duplication of
transit customs documents with DTDR, the high cost of port fees, the multiplicity of
checkpoints, transit fees and bank guarantees. On these issues, a clear and in depth
examination of the constraints from the various partners (member States) should lead to the
formulation and implementation of a unified and flexible transit regime.

In the same way, the differences over legislation on axle load and the technical
specifications of authorized vehicles in transit transport should be eliminated taking into
account the need for some countries to maintain a good road network and for other countries
the need to renew the existing fleet of vehicles.

E. ACTIVITIES/CONTRIBUTION

The execution of these projects requires double technical expertise on customs transit and
on technical norms of heavy vehicles. These experts will be responsible for the identification
and evaluation of existing obstacles as well as the definition of a unified, regional legislation
adapted to the specific constraints of each state. This activity will be spread over a period
of 45 days including the time for the evaluation missions and collecting information on the
ground.
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As a second step the observations, conclusions and proposed solutions put forward by
these two experts would be examined during a seminar/regional workshop bringing together
all the parties concerned.

A provision of US$ 50,000 should cover the salaries of the two experts as well as their
missions to the states and the cost of holding the seminar/workshops.

The financial contributions of the development partners notably UNDP, the European
Union, USAID, World Bank will be required and ECA/MULPOC would provide technical
assistance for formulation, implementation and management of the project.

F. RISKS

The only risks are those that would arise if the differences and present difficulties are
allowed to continue namely the multiplicity of non-physical barriers to the movement of
goods, long transit delays, financial overruns, rapid deterioration of infrastructure and delay
in the regional integration process.

G. GENERAL OBLIGATIONS

The states and their cooperation institutions TTCA, KBO, CEPGL will provide all legal,
fiscal, customs and technical information available for a sound evaluation of the problems
encountered.

ECAIMULPOC will be responsible for the coordination and management of the
activities identified for the execution of the project, notably it will undertake to carry out the
survey/evaluation and organize the seminar/workshop.

H. FOLLOW-UP OF EVALUATION OF THE PROJECTS

The supervision, follow-up and evaluation of this project will be done in conformity with
the rules and procedures in force in ECA. The reports of the survey and the outcome of the
seminar in particular will be communicated formally to donors, member States and
subregional institutions.

The ECA MULPOC and TTCA will prepare reports at the appropriate time on the
follow-up and the implementation of decisions from the seminar/workshop.

I. LEGAL FRAMEWORK

The ECA/Gisenyi MULPOC will be responsible for the implementation of the project
and will ensure follow-up action through its institutional framework.
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4.2 PROFILE OF PROJECT XI: THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A
SUBREGIONAL CENTER FOR
INFORMATION DOCUMENTATION AND
TRADE IN THE COUNTRIES OF THE
GREAT LAKES REGION

A. CONTEXT OF THE PROJECT

1. Description of the subsector

Regional integration which goes hand in hand with structural adjustment would today
seem inevitable if Africa is not going to be marginalized in world trade. Whereas Africa's
share of world trade has been almost stagnant during the last decade, between one to two per
cent, inter-African trade hardly increased and stood at about 6 per cent.

Structurally, trade by most African countries has continued to be dominated by the export
of certain primary commodities, with little or no value added and a large dependence on
imported finished products including consumer items and food products.

The principal objective of all the countries undergoing structural adjustment is to change
this trend through the reactivation of the productive sector and to make national industries
more competitive. Being among some of the support measures of structural adjustment, trade
information and promotion is vital to bring about greater knowledge of potentials,
opportunities and market conditions.

The countries of the Great Lakes and their cooperation institutions at the moment do not
posses effective instruments for the collection, processing and dissemination of trade
information to meet the requirements of economic operators in the subregion.

2. Regional strategy

The countries of the Great Lakes are full members of regional and subregional economic
integration or cooperation institutions and the treaties and agreements establishing these
institutions attach special importance to trade in products originating from the other states.

To this end, a lot of effort has been made towards the creation of an integrated system
of trade information between states but also with the rest of the world in order to provide
economic operators with reliable data.

3. Previous activities

The viability of the project has indeed justified the number of measures already
undertaken to implement it. Thus, the Executive Secretary had submitted in 1992 a funding
request to UNDP during its fifth multinational programming cycle. The Gisenyi
MULPOC/ECA also submitted a similar request to UNTFAD within the framework of its
assistance to East African countries.
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B. JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT

The strategy for the implementation of the treaty establishing the African Economic
Community (AEC) is based mainly on strengthening the existing regional and subregional
communities and on harmonizing their policies and sectoral programmes at a later date.

1. The present situation

Several agreements and conventions have been signed in the East African subregion to
promote trade in products originating from other states. The example of CEPGL should be
cited which has among other things, a trade and customs cooperation agreement, a monetary
arrangement, an agreement on the free movement of persons and goods and a preferential
tariff agreement.

Despite the existence of this legal arrangement, the East African region has recorded a
low level of interregional trade (less than one per cent) when compared to other regions of
the continent notably west Africa and southern Africa.

2. Objectives

This project is aimed at strengthening the regional integration process through trade
which is lagging behind considerably when compared to other sectors such as (transport,
energy, agriculture, scientific research) and when compared also to other African integration
spaces.

The treaties, agreements and protocols establishing CEPGL, TTCA, KBO have far
reaching impact on trade which is seen as a driving force as well as a barometer for
measuring the development of the integration process. The legal and institutional
arrangements that have been established should, however, be complemented with effective
policies and tools so that subregional trade initiates sustainable growth and stimulates
production.

3. Specific objectives - exnected situation

To achieve the objectives outlined on trade, the Executive Secretariats of CEPGL,
KBO, TTCA should possess among other things a large network of detailed and reliable trade
information. To this end, it is proposed that a center for trade information and
documentation be established with notably a stock exchange and a regular newspaper. It will
also be necessary to establish an operational data bank with computer support giving regular
update of information for use by economic operators of the member States and their principal
trade partners of the subregion.

The information to be processed should deal with the following:

(a) Agricultural and industrial products and services available in the subregion;

(b) Products included in the preferential tariff regimes;
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(c) Their technical details, quality labels, trade names, price;

(d) The coordinates, specialties and capacities of the economic operators, producers
and/or subregional exporters;

(e) Intra and extra regional demands of products from CEPGL or KBO countries;

(0 The prices of the main export products from the member States;

(g) Supply and demand of transport services - interstate transit;

(h) Supply of principal imported products in the subregion;

(i) Any other information considered useful by the regional economic operators.

All these data should be computerized and made available at any time in all the countries
of the region and published in a specialized newspaper.

Once the project is implemented it will enable CEPGL, KBO, TTCA to posses real
instruments for trade promotion with:

(a) An up-to-date and complete list of goods and services available in the subregional
space;

(b) The publication of the demand and supply of goods and services in the region;

(c) The possibility of putting economic operators of member States directly and rapidly
in touch with each other and with their external trade partners;

(d) A directory with coordinates of regional economic operators according to countries
and their area of activity;

(e) A directory containing the main customers and suppliers from the states of the
subregion.

4. Implementation strategies

The project will be implemented through the following activities:

(a) A preparatory consultative meeting involving the secretariat of CEPGL, KBO,
TTCA, ECAIMULPOC and Donors;

(b) A preliminary survey on regional economic operators to identify their needs as far
as trade information is concerned;
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(c) Missions to gather information, collect data and follow-up the project;

(d) The formulation of an information system (through computer programming) for the
collection, storage, processing, up-dating and dissemination of trade data.

(e) The purchase and installation of an appropriate and complete computer hardware;

(f) A feasibility study and opportunities for editing and publishing of a trade information
newsletter "Great Lakes Markets" to serve as backup to the computer network;

(g) The purchase of a cross country vehicle for liaison purposes;

(h) A meeting to assess the project;

(i) A committee of experts from member states of the three institutions whose missions
expenses will be borne by the center;

(j) In the medium-term a survey would be carried out to examine the possibilities of
connecting the trade information center with terminals located in the consular
missions of member States and with the ITC (Geneva);

C. CONTRIBUTIONS

Bilateral and multilateral donors would be required to finance the study identified, they
will also be in charge of the purchase and installation of computer hardware and software,
the purchase of a cross country vehicle as well as the payment of costs of the consultants and
support staff of the project making a total cost of US$ 600,000.

The member States will provide all the necessary and related information to the project,
especially the information available by the national trade center, or agencies dealing with
external trade as well as the information available from industry, agriculture, artisanary and
trade.

These services and institutions will assist the secretariats of CEPGL, KBO, TTCA in the
formulation and implementation of the project.

The Executive Secretariats of these institutions will provide the building, furniture and
office equipment and will draw-up the organizational and institutional chart of the center.
The staff in the center will be an integral part of the permanent staff of the Executive
Secretariat of the institutions which will be designated to host it.

ECA will provide technical assistance and other consultancy services for the
implementation and follow-up of the project.
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D. RISKS

There are no specific risks associated with the implementation of this project.

E. OBLIGATIONS AND SPECIAL CONDITIONS
None

F. LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

This project falls within the institutional framework of ECA and Gisenyi MULPOC.

G. SUPERVISION AND EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT

The supervision, follow-up and evaluation of the project will be carried out in accordance
with the rules and procedures in force in ECA. A periodic report on the project
implementation and progress will be written/drafted by the Gisenyi MULPOC/ ECA which
is the executing agent.

Table 18 Provisional budget

Budget line

10.00
11.00
11.01
11.02
11.03
11.04
11.99

13.00
15.00
16.00
19.00

31.00
41.00
46.00

51.00
52.00
53.00

Description

Personnel
Consultants
External Trade Expert
Computer expert
Communication expert (written press)
Translator
sub-total

Administrative support
Trips and per diem (MULPOC)
Missions
Sub-total

Meeting of experts
Office supplies
Computer hardware and accessories
Cross country vehicle
Fuel and maintenance
Reports and publishing
Communication and miscellaneous expenses

GRAND TOTAL

Cost in US$

36,000
36,000
24,000
36,000

132,000

19,200
107,212

6.344
132,756

21,844
8,000

237,600
60,000
4,000

800
2,000

600,000
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4.3 PROFILE OF PROJECT XU: POLYTECHNIC OF THE COUNTRIES OF
THE GREAT LAKES

A. CONTEXT OF THE PROJECT

1. Description of the subsector

The subregion of the Great Lakes has a low level of scientific and technical research
development and almost lacks the general data bank; it also lacks community institutions for
specialized training and research.

The national higher education structures do not posses facilities for post-graduate
specialization in advance and applied technology. At the same time the political turmoil from
199,2-1994 affected the existing potentials of certain states with regards to infrastructure and
human resources.

As some countries are undergoing structural adjustments and given the need by some
countries to implement urgently some reconstruction/rehabilitation programmes, the high
costs of investment and training is a major obstacle to the establishment of national and
subregional institution for engineers.

2. Regional strategies

Improving the quality of human resources as a development factor is one of the priorities
of the CEPGL. To this end, the member States plan to poll their resources jointly to
establish a regional polytechnic institute. In the immediate term this option has the advantage
of maximizing the investments made while in the long term it will contribute to the
interaction between the intellectual and scientific elite who were trained together.

3. Previous activities

In March 1991 the member States of CEPGL formally signed an agreement establishing
the polytechnic of the Great Lakes, with the acronym CEPGL, which became a specialized
body of the community.

In order to set-up the polytechnic, a project document was prepared and submitted to
UNDP for funding during its fifth programme cycle. Funds were required for the purchase
of laboratory equipment and to meet the costs of technical assistance. A similar request was
also submitted to European Development Fund (EDF) for the construction of civil
engineering works such as administrative buildings, amphitheaters and other classes, campus
buildings and housing for the teaching staff.
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B. JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT

Similar training needs and the existence of the subregional cooperation framework are
factors that call for the establishment of a common approach and action in search of solutions
to the problems posed.

1. The present situation

The present situation shows, among other things, that there is a dearth of national
engineers in several areas of the economy, a huge shortage of teaching staff in the secondary,
technical and higher levels of education as well as a low level of development in scientific
research and technology. This situation stems mainly from the fact that the national
universities lack training facilities for specialization in engineering and research.

2. Objectives

The major objective of this project is to construct buildings, provide equipment and
technical assistance for the establishment and operation of the polytechnic (CEPGL). The
decision to establish the polytechnic was taken during the Conference of Heads of States in
accordance with the cultural, scientific and technical agreement signed between the member
States in 1975. The polytechnic will be required to train a sufficient number of students
capable of formulating, implementing and managing modern techniques and methods of
production of goods and services in line with the economic needs. Its role will focus on
three principal functions namely:

(a) Higher education in civil engineering;
(b) Scientific research and technology and;
(c) Services and practical application of services for the development of industries

3. Specific projections - situation expected at the completion of the project

In the immediate future the polytechnic will be required to train,

(a) Engineers in the field of:

(i) electronics;
(ii) computer sciences;

(iii) food technology;
(iv) chemical engineering;

(b) Engineering technicians in the field of

(i) electro-mechanics.
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In the medium term the polytechnic will also train experts in management to the level of
masters, hold training courses and seminars on development technologies, train research
scholars to pursue research work or to specialize in any field. In the long term the
polytechnic will have a regional dimension to include other states of the Great Lakes region
and Central Africa.

4. The targeted beneficiaries

The first beneficiaries will be the youths and the students from the states of the
subregion. The polytechnic will provide them with training and high level scientific research
facilities and they will pursue their studies in their own geographic and natural environment.
The institution will also be beneficial to national research fellows as they will be provided
with a scientific environment and appropriate equipment to pursue their scientific work.
Various services would also be provided to subregional economic operators in several fields
notably (buildings and public works, chemical industry, computer science and management,
electronic mechanics .... etc.).

This project will provide member States of the community and other member States of
the subregion undertaking reconstruction or rehabilitation programmes or restructuring their
economies the possibility of accelerating the process of improving the quality of the human
resources at very low costs and in a framework directly integrated with national and regional
realities.

5. InmlementatiQn strategy

As a specialized institution of the community, the establishment of the polytechnic should
be a joint effort by all three member States under the supervision of the Executive Secretariat
of CEPGL. The request will be submitted to various bilateral and multilateral development
partners for financing of the various components of the project namely civil engineering,
scientific equipment and technical assistance.

C. INVESTMENTS: CONTRIBUTIONS AND RISKS

The cost of implementing the project was estimated during the 1993 fiscal year at US$
19,417,427 with the following breakdown:

US$ 4,760,625 for the infrastructure housing the academic services (administrative
buildings, library, auditorium, laboratories

1,808,677 US$ for various scientific equipment
720,000 US$ for technical assistance
12,128,125 US$ for the campus buildings, housing for the teaching staff and other
buildings
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The funds required are mainly from the development partners notably

France
Belgium
European Union
UNDP
UNESCO
World Bank and
USAID

The member States will provide the land, meet the recurrent cost of the institution
through the organs of the community as well as the payment of salaries for local staff and
the maintenance costs for buildings and equipment and other routine costs.

The official requests shall be submitted to the above mentioned potential partners by the
member States and the Executive Secretariat of CEPGL.

No particular risk has been highlighted.
Infrastructure and equipment

Table I. Civil engineering

Auditoria
Laboratories
Administrative buildings
Main library
Staff offices
Housing for teaching staff
Students' campus
Miscellaneous

Total

2756 m'
2500 rrr'
1158 m'
300 m'
903 m'

9753 m'
7970 m'
1682 m'

27,022 m'

Table U: Technical equipment

1. Electronics laboratory

Main equipment
(cost in thousands of Francs)

Description

5
3
2

Oscilloscope double track, 10 MHZ
Oscilloscope, quadruple track, 100 MHZ
Oscilloscope, double track, 15 MHZ

375
337.5

75
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5 Audio function Generator, 5 HZ to 500 KHZ
5 Low frequency function generator, 5 HZ to 500 KHZ
2 High frequency function generator, 0,0001 HZ to 20 MHZ
5 Frequency inertia, 20 HZ to 200 KHZ
IS Digital multimeters, 5 functions
15 Analogic multimeters, 5 functions
2 Multivoltmeter, RF, 30/min, 100 V max.
2 Recorders X - Y, 2 ribs
10 Auto transformers, 220.110 V

Stabilizer DC
10 Stabilizers about 15 V
3 Universal bridges: 0, I - 1M

IOH 100 Volt
10 PF 100 F

Whetstone bridge: 0,01 to 1M

Accessories
Welding iron ERSA 30
Welding iron 110V
Weld removal pumps
Drills for printed circuits
Mounting plate
Other accessories (cables, pliers, tools)

Sub total

2. Communication laboratory

Main equipment
(approximate cost in thousands of francs)

Transmission station line
- 200 m of cable with 4 wires
- 1 cable

Coaxial transmission line
- 100 m of standard cable 50
- 100 m of cable RGB/4 50

System to dismantle steady waves
(belly and knots) according to load

60
60
24

300
225

225
90
50
50

180
180

1,000

3,231.5

450

45

135



Micro-wave bench (about 5 GHZ in complete kit)

2 Transmitters/receivers at 70 cm.
2 Radio transmitters FM 12 DC - 220 V AC

- 2 Vagi antennae at 70 ern
- 1 Helicoidal antennae at 70 cm
- 1 Mast with power and direction indication
- 2 Adaptation boxes with reflectometers
- 2 Walkie - talky FM at 70 ern
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2,250

1,800

Modulator AM
Filters (LE/ceramics)
Receiver AM
Modulator FM
Filter (DC/crystal)

Filter (LE, ceramics)
Receiver AM
Modulator FM
Filter (LC) comtolo
Receiver FM

Modulator/Receiver

450 KHZ
450 KHZ
450 KHZ
10,9 MHZ
10,9 MHZ

450 KHZ
450 KHZ
10,9 MHZ
10,9 MHZ
10,9 MHZ

2,250

TV receiver with main signals
Generator for TV signal test
Video camera
Video recorder
Digital Oscilloscope 500 MHZ with printer
Digital Oscilloscope 200 MHZ with printer
Oscilloscope 60 MHZ
Module generators AM/FM 100 MHZ
Spectrum analyzer
Dimmers (500 MHZ)

Components

- Mid-point transformers
- Transistors, diodes, variable capacities
- Tools
- Ferrites

Sub-Total

1,800

450

14,580
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3. Computer laboratory and accessories

Main equipment
(price in thousands of Francs)

IO No. Logic simulators
1 Programmer EPRON 27512
6 Microprocessors (family 8085) 3,600
2 Analogic simulators
4 Control modules (level, speed, pressure)
1 Micro-controller
1 Robot demonstration kit 4,500
2 Micro-computer 900

Sub-Total 9,000

4. Physics laboratory

Main equipment
(Price in thousands of Francs)

IO No. Sliding stands
IO Palmers
5 Hooke mounting stands
5 Mobile pendulums
5 Kater pendulums 3,600
5 Torsion
5 Frictions
5 Smashes
5 Direct measure of g.
3 Forced oscillations

10 Chronometers

D. LEGAL AND AN INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

This project should be implemented within the institutional framework of CEPGL and
under the direct supervision of its organs notably its Executive Secretary. The finance
agreement could be negotiated either multilaterally (involving CEPGL secretariat) or
bilaterally (involving member States and development partners) with agreements to transfer
the loans and subsidies to the community.

The implementation of the works and the installation of the equipment should be under
the direct responsibility of the Executive Secretariat of CEPGL.
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E. FOLLOW-UP AND EVALUATION

The project shall be monitored by an Ad hoc committee made up of representatives of
member States, donors or funding agencies and the Executive Secretariat of the Community.
This follow-up committee will prepare a quarterly report on the progress of the project and
as well as a final evaluation report.

Following its establishment, this polytechnic shall have an autonomous management
structure namely board of directors, scientific committee, general secretariat and board of
auditors. This different bodies will submit annual reports to the Community as well as to
financial and technical partners.
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CHAPTER V: PROJECT SUBMITTED TO THE NGOs
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5.1 PROFILE OF PROJECT XllI: W 0 MEN AND A G R 0 - F 0 0 D
PRESERVATION TECHNIQUES

A. OBJECTIVES

1. Poverty in the Great Lakes subregion is shown in various forms. The basic causes
are the shortcomings in the means and methods of post-harvest preservation, poor mastery
of adapted and appropriate technologies in agro-food production, low revenue in the rural
areas, and unequal distribution of wealth and revenue at both local and national level,
economic recession and the huge burden of external debt. Poverty is compounded by the
critical situation regarding food security as well as the availability and distribution of food
including food from animal husbandry. Women who are responsible for growing cash crops,
food crops and rearing animals are the most vulnerable to this food situation. The reason
for this situation is that in these zones the policies can hardly cope with post-harvest farming
and there are no real policies for sustainable development. In this regard, the productive
capacity of women in the subregion of the Great Lakes should be increased by providing
them with access to training opportunities and production factors to enable them master agro
food production technologies likely to improve their living standards within their families and
thus putting them in a better position to fight against poverty in the subregion.

B. IMMEDIATE OBJECTIVES

2. Women should be assisted to implement practical activities to reduce and eventually
eliminate poverty and to consolidate food security. The activities to be undertaken should
contribute towards providing them with know how and information to master post-harvest
operations and the most appropriate technologies notably storage, preservation and processing
of food products through appropriate training in the use and application of the technologies
as well as training in price determination, control and stabilization of the same products.

C. GENERALITIES

3. The African Platform of Action that was adopted by the fifth African Regional
Conference on Women, in Dakar, Senegal from the 16 to 23 November 1994 is a
reaffirmation of the commitment of African governments to serve as a guideline to pursue
the accelerated implementation of the Nairobi Forward-looking strategies for the development
of women in Africa. The world Platform of Action adopted by the fourth World Conference
on Women in Beijing in September 1995, embodies all the major areas of concern of this
African Platform of Action. Poverty among women, food insecurity and lack of economic
power constitute some of the major areas of concern in the attainment of sustainable
development in the national development priorities of the countries of the Great Lakes.

D. JUSTIFICATION

4. The struggle against poverty is one of the priorities of Governments of the member
States of the Great Lakes as demonstrated in their programmes aimed at sustainable
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development notably to attain food security and food self-sufficiency. Transferring and
mastering appropriate technologies for the preservation of agricultural products (storage,
preservation, processing, canning, freezing, drying .. , etc.) of animal products as well as
knowledge of the mechanisms for price determination and control of products are of primary
importance and constitute a pre-condition for the struggle against poverty and the attainment
of sustainable development in the subregion.

E. RESULTS EXPECTED

5. Results expected from the implementation of the project activities are as follows:

(a) Improvements in the standard of living of households including the strengthening of
the food security and food self-sufficiency of women;

(b) The development and implementation of adapted and appropriate technologies on the
preservation, storage and processing ofagro-food products;

(c) Stabilization of the market prices of agro-products;

F. ACTIVITIES

6. The following activities will be undertaken:

(a) Training especially in the following areas;

(i) dissemination and adoption of technologies for storage, preservation, conservation
and.processing of agro-food products; and

(ii) mechanisms for price determination and control of agro-food products

(b) Surveys on the cycles and marketing of produce to ensure greater rationalization of
the mechanisms for price determination and control of agro-food products;

(c) Identification and evaluation of requirements and training issues including the
selection of trainers and moderators as well as participants;

(d) Editing and production of training materials and project reports.

G. CONTRIBUTIONS

(i) Contributions. from. member States of the Great Lakes subreilion.

7. The member States will provide all available information to the project and any
information related to the programmed activities.
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(ii) Contribution of Gisenyi MULPOC/ECA

8. The Gisenyi MULPOC/ECA will provide technical assistance and any other
consultancy services vital for the implementation and evaluation of the project. It will also
serve as the executing agency for the project.

(iii) Contribution of NGOs

9. NGOs will be required to fund the following components:

(a) A consultant specializing in preservation and marketing of agro-food products;

(b) Cost of administrative support services, missions and per diem etc. and ....

(c) Cost of training

H. INSTITUTIONAL TRAINING

10. The training project for women against poverty in the subregion of the Great
Lakes will be implemented and monitored through the institutional framework of the Gisenyi
MULPOC/ECA.

I. OBLIGATIONS AND SPECIAL CONDITIONS

None

J. MONITORING AND EVALUATION

11. The monitoring, follow-up and evaluation of the project will be done in
accordance with the rules and procedures in force at ECA. A report will be prepared on
project execution by the Gisenyi MULPOC/ECA which is the executing agency.
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Table 20: Operational budget: NGO Contributions to budget

Budget line Description 1996

him US$

10.00 Personnel
11.00 Consultant
11.01 Experts in Agro-industries and marketing 1 10,000

of agro-food products
11.9 Sub total 1 10,000

13.00 Administrative support 2,000
15.00 Trips and per diem 8,600
16.00 Missions 2,000
19.00 Sub total 12,600

31.00 Meeting of national experts -

32.00 Training 68,000
41.00 Office supplies 200
52.00 Reports 800
53.00 Communications and miscellaneous items 400

GRAND TOTAL 1 92,000



ANNEX I

UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA
Multinational Programming and Operational Centre (MULPOC)
P.O. BOX 3005 - FAX: 251 - 1 - 515907; Tel: 251 - 1 -515827

ADDIS ABABA - ETHIOPIA

REGISTRATION FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS AT THE MEETING

To be completed by the economic operators from tbe Great Lakes countries
who are looking for partners in Targeted economic sectors: 1 Agriculture

and food : Infrastructure and post-harvest equipment for storage and
preservation, Food processing technologies in the Agro-Food

industry: 2 Steel Industries, Forest Industries, Fishing
Industries and Chemical Industries, 3 Air Transport,
Lake Transport, River Transport, Road Transport,

4 Communications, 5 Energy, 6 Health and Education

L Name of company:

2. Type 6fa.ctivity:

Telephone:
Fax:
Telex:



2

5. Company activiiies:

7. Preci~deseri{ltion()f type of partner sought;

1.2 Description of the project in which partnership is required (investors/NGO): ""



3

704 Activities J() be undertaken:
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ANNEX II

UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA
Multinational Programming and Operational Centre (MULPOC)
P.O. BOX 3005 - FAX, 251 - I - 515907; Tel: 251 - I -515827

ADDIS ABABA - ETHIOPIA

TRIPARTITE CONSULTATION MEETING BETWEEN CEPGL AND KBO
ECONOMIC OPERATORS - NGOs ON THE NATIONAL AND INTEGRATED

PROJECT OF THE GREAT LAKES SUBREGION 27-28 September 1996

Registration form for participation at the meeting
(To be filled out by investors looking for partners)

Name or type of activity _

Full Address _

Sector or branch of activity _

----------------------------

Sectors in which you would wish to participate

Possible mode of participation: capital, technology, know-how etc.

Contacts desired:
Economic operators
Administration and Institutions
Others

Any complementary information

Signature
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ANNEX III

UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA
Multinational Programming and Operational Centre (MULPOC)
P.O. BOX 3005 - FAX: 251 - 1 - 515907; Tel: 251 - 1 -515827

ADDIS ABABA - ETHIOPIA

TRIPARTITE CONSULTATION MEETING BETWEEN CEPGL AND KBO
ECONOMIC OPERATORS - NGOs ON THE NATIONAL AND INTEGRATED

PROJECT OF THE GREAT LAKES SUBREGION
27-28 September 1996

Registration fonn for participation at the meeting
(To be filled out by NGOs)

Name or type of activity _

Full Address _

Usual area of participation _

Participation modalities, finance, training, management, etc.

Contacts desired:
Administration and Institutions
Local NGOs
Cooperative Movements

Any complementary information

Signature




